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A norm, 11 • f I, in ·a ( rea1·· or comple~) · iinear spa~e A 
is a function whose· doma·in is the set of· elements of the 
.. 
?. · ,. · -. space A and whose range is .the set ~r ·non-negative real· . 
{-
. •\, .m \ 
numb·ers. A norm has the .f:ollowing add:l tion· ·properties: 
··· N1. ..-1 Jal I = O if and only if a :; o. 
. ~ 
N2. · I I aa I.· t = I a I I I a 11 for all ·scalars <1. 
t ' ' 
·N s • I I -a+ 1> I I ~ I I a I I · + I I . b I· I : . 
· It is easily seen tha_t a norm on a linear space wiJ.l 
. ~ . . . .,..._., 
perr.orm_ -a·s a metric simply by 1ett1ng d·( a, b) = -1 l'a-b I r:. · 
\ , .. 
' An inner·-product, ( • , • ) on a ·11near space A is a 
function \-1ho-se domain/ is A x A and wpose ra,nge ·is- the field 
l 
. ' 
' "of scalars of A. · It has the followil}g ~ddi.tion_al proper-
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( a~ b) = (15, a J • · 
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Is. (aa,b) = a(a,b) for all ·scalars a. i ,-;,,•.- • • - • ... •., ... . 
-I. . '';.· • ••. : 
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( a, a) > O for all a '?.A. · It is real b·ecause · 
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. products called the Cauchy~Schwarz inequB:lity.· ·. The 
V" ,.' 
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' ' .... Cauchy.;.Schwarz · Inequa ..li ty: 
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_ Th;e equality holds only if a and b are. linear.ly dependent~ 
· .Because of p~operty l4 and bec~use ij.r>operties I 1 and ! 3 · ,_ ·· -· -
' . ·, 
implyr ( aa, aa) = cia( a, a)., the functio11 \/(.a, a) is a candidate ·-· 
j •.• 
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~ A complete n.ormed linear space is called a Banac-h 
. ·space. A ~_armed ·line~r ~paqe whqse· norm is given by an 
. --l 
inner produc~ is .called-an inner-product space. A ·Hilbert 
I. 
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'!1he. problem we wish to investigate can now :t>e stated-. • ~. w 
' Given a normed. linear spac-e A,. is it po·ssible ·to 'idefine on 
" • .·••· ~ ..... ~ .. '1-i:-----~-~-- ···----~---- '::r-">.!c.:..::,-···· ' - ''11- • • • •. " .. · 
. • • . ,.,--. • . • '} ~ ---------~-~_-·:· A .an ·1rin·er p~oduct ·-such that., Jai ·f = ./(a,a)? · . -




·_ Hamel basis. , It is also l<:r1c\1n th~t it is not'·- always po~sible-
_., 
-to produce an inner product wi,.ich g·1 ves · the norm. The abili-.. . 
;;,. . .. 
. -t_y to ·prc>d~:cse· such an inner product depends· on. var.iou-s-- .op~op- .. 
'v . 
erties of the norm, · and ·_.l t is_ these properties o?--the norm . -. (f 
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'·.-0: 
.... 
' . We begin with- a rather s imp-le · geome_trioal charac.t.er·;.. ·,I' fl I ' 
, 1zation- of a norm given by an inntir produ'ct in a nortlled · 
!* real ~inear spac~·· · 
; 
Theorem 1.1: Let A be a two dimensional' normed real· linear ~ . . 
.. 
, ... 
space and let a,-b be, a. basis for A.- Then A is an inner 
( 
-~ 
. - -.. 
I p"rodtict space if arid' _·only if$= "l{ajf3) t·. I Jaa+f3bf I = 11 
" is an ellipse. - ....... ,: .. 
-Proof: Suppose A is ·a real two dimensional inner prqduct 
space. If o. and f3 are scala-rs such that ( a, f3) es then 
-
--· 1 = I J aa.+Bbf I = (aa+f3b,aa+f3b) = a 2 (a,a) + 2a~(a, b) + t3 2 (b,b) 
-~ a 2 1 faff 2 + 2af3(a,b·) + f32 l·fbf 12 .- Sinc.e a and lb a-re -
--·· ··-
linearly independent, the ··cauchy-S~.hwartz inequality gives 
·" us 
...... 11 '"" 
< a, b ) 2 - 1 ·- I a 1 1· ~ · I ·t b-1 I 2 < o • ~--·· .. --~~· .• ···~· ,•_ . 
' .) 
. 
Thus' the equatiori I lal l2 a2 + 2(~,b)<l13 + I lbl 12 132 := 1 is · .,... - . .. . 
~ 
. ,
., . ~- ~· ·---~ ·.~., ·-,··· ·-· -- ·- - -
. ' ' 
,, ' 
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............ _,. ....... ~_-.....,, ......... :-- .... ...,.._ ....... -·· .. .;._ ,. __ ..... .,. ·"'· ~ ., ---··· ".,. -· :· ... --- . ,_ . -- .. , ' <~·- , ._. . .... . ... .... ... .'? -, • ~ .... ·-·· . -~ . . , . \, 
- ~. · . · - l'10vi suppose ,;A '.is a two dimensional normed real linear 
r • . .. -• •. 'I 
= 
. 
spaee with a· afla b · linearly independent vectors in ··A, 
. • • t 
T' "·•'t•'.J<.·~· ,., . ····~ .. ~, ......... Suppos~ further that S - Ha~i,) j I f-a~+~blJ = 1r1s an ·~~--:, 
<;j, • • 
. 
e·llip,se whose equatio:ri is xa-2 +- ·2yafJ +·- z~2 ~ =· --l·i· ··-··For~ .. any · ·-- .: - ·------ --
. . . 
. .. . 
. ~ .. . . .; :,c .. . 
' 
-··v~c_tors-c and·d-in A·we hav~ C = a1a + f31b,. d_=.a-2~ -t~J32b, 
~;\. . . 
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1 · ·c •. ·· • " •. 
. ' . i. \ 
' 
-- ' ·-'---'- --- -!.. ·-. 
. ' 
r~ : j . ; .,.. " 
s~1i' shOW that l_o,d) is an inner product.~ A ·and Jhat - ' 1· 
' .· .,._ 
... ~·. ( C, C) = ' I C 11 2 : 
I 
-•- _11. -- • 
- --··--·-- -..· •-- -- -
-~ 
l. . 
:\ '· -~:· ' 
_.,._ 
. I 1 • . That ( c, d) . I • \ = (d~c) is cl~ar~ ·· 
I 2 • Suppose e =. -0:sa + f33b •. Th~n (c+:e·,~d) 
.. 
, ~:. ; ' 
· = x(a1+a3)a.2 + ic {a1+as)f32 +{t31:);)C12j 
+ z(f31+fds.)f32 = xa1a2 ·+· y(a1f3:2+B1c;t2) 
~ 
-,,'\ 
+ Z~1.f32 + X03~2 + y( a3f32+f3sn2) + Z(3sJ32 
., 
= (c,d)- + (e,d). 
Is. That (')'c;d) = -y{c,d) for all scalars -y is 
--~;. . clear . 
.{,.;_ I 
!4_~ . If c is any- __ element of ~.f\, \ . . ' . y . .. . C =::·aa ~ 
·· C c,· ... 
then · ( 1.1 c I I , I I Cd I ) 
~2 \ 
+ ,llcll 2 = 1. 
(1 2 . 
. X ~ J·lcl 12 + 
+ f3b ~ o, 
rra1, 2 
Thus (c.,c) = 11 cl.1 2 -~ o. I (c.,c.) ~-o only ·if O = o. 
.. ' 
~is concludes ·the proof that ( c,g} .!~ ~ti inner product 
-giving. the norm·in A • 
.. 
... 
. vie proceed now to the parallelogram_, law, a cha:t?acter~ 
1.zation basic our wqrk, which was ~irst proved by 
_,.,.,,,--·~ 
. ,, 
von Neumann . ·f 1.5] • · . 
. 
/ r~ was necessary and suffic~ent for an invari-ari·t metric space 
-~· r, . ~ • 
; . 
to 'b~ · an inner product ~-p·ace., An i11v~riant metric di.ff~~~- . _________ --·--·, 
from a norm only in--.,cl).at the. property N2 is replaced by 
t 
-·· 
I i aa 11--) 0 a.s Cl-> O and 11 ia H = 11 a I I • We dri not n.eed a re·.,. 
-- '._:. _ _. __ c"'1' __ ....,,._..,..._._ 
Bll:l t this strong, 
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. 'ft! moti-vate ·the th~orem, we let A ·be a real .. inner 
.. -product space and let ( a, b) denote the ·1nner. product of 
) a and .b. Then 11 a)} 0 = J(..a~a) 
,·' . (*)' I ra+bl ,~L.= (a+b.,a+b) = (a,a) + (a,b) + {b.,a) + (b,b) 
_,.·· .r 
, = I I a I I 2 + 2( a, b ) + 11 b I l 2 
' 
. C**) ·11a-b·l l. 2 =. (a-b,a-b·) = ·(a_.,a) + (a,-b) +.~ (~b,a) + (-b,·-b) 
,cw ' 
·-~ = I I a 11 2 - ·2( a, b) + -11 bl I 2 . 
Adding ( *) and ( ** y·-----we · get · ,·"" 
• I." .~. I l · a+ b I· l 2 #>-f- 1 I a -bl ] 2 = 21 · 1 1 a J · I 2 + I I b 1 I 2 f -for a 11. a ; b eA 
---- ... ' _,£;. 




.The ·sum of the ·squares of. the diagonal.a -or a parallelogram 
' • t> 
• 
4', ·.is ~qual to the sum of the squar.es of tbe four sides of' 
t tl1e p~rallelogram. The pr~sence of this "parallelogram 




law·'' is any real inner product. space- indicates the neces.~ .. ·--.-----,,-·.······-·· 
', 
si ty of the condition in· ·the following theorem. .. / 
Theorem 1.2: ( (.15], Theorem 1) Let.A be a normed re~l 
· linear space, then A is ~ inner product space 11 and 
:: -.'.·- .. 
~ .. ,. 
. only· if f.or each. a,,"beA _ . _ 
. ' 




, _ - -_ - _ . Proof: 'fl\~ n~c_es~-~~¥ , .. 9.f- .. ~.h~ ,, _ .g,2~!.!2-l~~c~QD~ ... i.§. ... ,~R,~Q~E;d-w..al>Jllle~~w-··TA~-· -~-·~"-~ ... ~.~~-.... ;, .... ~ ...... :,: .• ;.. __ ot1~~c,-•.,..~°""':o:,'~-.tw.,,.~'~,1;~"'- .... " ... ·o··a,•,";~,_.~.H0 :_ •• ::•, .... ,.·.-,,· ...... ~~·-._, . .,...-,. .. ~~"":··----t.,·-~, ...... ,J , .. - .. -·~ .. '(:_ •.. · •r- · 
· · • ,.. 
~-·~ -, -· 
prove .. sufficiency, assume tt1at A 1-f? a~ normed rea) line·ar . 
t 
.... ·~·-'" 
spac.e and that l!a+tl! 2 + lla~nll 2 =-2-llla11 2 +.llbll 2 f for 
. 
. . 
- all a, bEA. By.subtracting (**) from (8)- above we -see -that~,-~---~~-c--·-~-,-.----~------.. 




-·------·---.. ·--;-:_~~ .. :..:..=;;: ___ ··:. ·~:_: --- inner· product must satisfy the rel·ation '.; . . . ~ . . 
. 
• 




:· . :~ . 
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..·-...,., "". ' 
-
. 
_- We _therefore anticip~te our result -by writing . -.\.--
'. ,. I 
-~ 
( a, b) = t i 11 a+~ 11 2 . ~ _I I ~--bl I~ J and then ~,e .will 'ju~t·iry 
our notation by showing. that (a, b) is indeed a real innep.~ 
---~·-··-----·""--- . 
7: ' ' 
· product. 
. ' 
(1). Note first7 that (a, b) = (b,a), which is simply I 1 for J 
a real inner product. ; 
. . . 
_ (2) Clearly (a,a) ·=: .... l·_Jaf'J 2 which shows that I4 is satisfied. 
. '. 
(3) N;te that~ '(aa,a.b) =· I laa+abJk~-l lcia-!lbl 1·2 = a2(a, "t>) 
' . 
. . 
' .:. . 
where a is any real·scalar. 
' 
• -f(\1., 
( -·b). · c· . ---·bo··) .;;: l=la+~l-J ::! ... JI a .. b412 + 11 c+b 11 2 -I I c-b. I J ~ a, + C, - , . . _ _ _ . . 
... 
' ' . 
-Using -the parallelogram law with a= a+b and b = c+b· 
.,---·-· : -- .. ,,-, 
and aga;tn with a··-·= ··a-b an~ b = c-b we get 
. . 
· a+c 
. ··. = 2 ( 2 , b) = -A- ( a+c, 2b) 
(4) (a;b) 5 2(;, b) = -!(a',2b). :p1 (4) replace a by a+c to 







. get (eJ+c.,b) =. ~(atc,2b) :£ (.a,b) ·t (c,b). ·Thus·_ (a,b) . __ · · - .. ___ . 
. ,.. - - .. . . . .,.- . . - . . -· -- --- --- .• ,,_ --. - -- ... -- -· ----- ---·-
-·- :;-... 
',.p ........ . 
is additive in a, ~,hich es1;abl~shes I2. 
. . . 
(5) To,establish T:3., iet"S = ia ! (aa,b) = a(a,'b)i. Clear·ly · 
- ..... -.... ' 




' .... .'..,.--.. ----.-.,...,..... •. , ........ __ ,_ ___ ,,..~-~----~---·· .,.._~_s;-;~~-""'-,:;,-~-'"1-;·•-·....,,,,, • .,..,.,..,:.,.~;:,."-'"';-··.~c, . - '-··----· -.,--,----· - ·····-···- •·····-~---,·, .• -~-----•·-~-·-··. -· ·'·---- --'·----··-··-·--·-,·--·-·-·--·-··-···-·-···--·--·- .. -· -- .. 
. .,__ - . -- ·_ 
- --- ... 
... 
- ----~--- --~-
. :, --·-------- .. ;~-· -··-··· -.. -.. -- ------- -- --~---:- -- ·-·---.-· 
, .. ' 
,;.. .. ..,_, .. , ... 
...... ~--~ 
·,,•.; 
. . ,I"· . • 
.•. ~ . 
. ---- --· 
____c __ ____:_.: 
_
 • ~ ~----=---~ 
--8 - · ,'I.Y'\. •VI . ..:.. 
. :.ff' 
·. ,\ ., . 
n+leS because of the additivity of -__ (a,b) -in the :fi"r.s_t. 
. ' . 
. 





bC::?long·, to s. 
. r , 4 
' 
r' Suppose n· is -~ positive integer. .Then {na, b) + (-na, b.) 
. 
'\; . 
= ·(na-na, b) -= (0,-0) = o. · Thus (-n"4-:. b) ·= -(na., b) · 
~ -n( a, b) .' ~ Therefore all integers beloI)g to s. 
,. . •·, 














·I . Now let p be. f1!1 integer, p • * O. Then ~<!. a,, b). 
. i 
= (~a,b) = (a,b~ •. Thus<! a,b) ~ ~a,b). S therefore con-
tains all of' the rational numbers. 
Since the rationals are dense in the reals, i~ remains 
only to show that (aa,b) is continuous in~a for fixed a and 
b, and this will establish that·s indeed consists of all 
real numbers. 
. -Note that, by N·s, I t a~ P 11 . > I J I a 11· - I l°b· t t . I • 
-
There-
rore I I laa~bl I - 1 lf3a±bl:I_ I s· 11 {a~a)al I'= la--f3f I lat 1. 
Thus lirn 11 aatb I I = I I (3a±b 11 • Now let (3 be any real number, 
a~ f3 
I let Ian! be a sequence of rational
1




then (~a,b) = lim (ana,b),:,,, lim a)a,b) = 13(a,b). Thus 13eS 
' . n-> co . n~ _c:i . 
... 
and S must thereforer consist c;:,_f a11 the real ntl!!lbers. This ... . 
'·, ,, ······· . ·. e!=t'ta1--i, ""'Shes.· I." .. · !3_nd. ·,.nmn1At.A!'! :f-h. t.:\ - ... n,•.:v,o.P..} t-b.~~- .. -.I..?,.: J'.:'·.)·; .. ,~~: ..... ~:".i:~:t '"' ~. -~ -·~.·V" __ ·---·--·: ~- ,,I ~-·· - . l.,J,~ .. .. -~!.'.",;"" --;,_,;:,,.,.,.?;. "-'- ;l:i°!'.11;~.-r.:.....;r ................ ~-- -·~ .... _ -J...., .. ~ ..r. .. .;il;&..1,{;;4 V, { c:.... -,;J .._..::, ~ • "•'-· -• ... . ii 
•=-s-..~~·---·~u~:-~~; ;·~~~~~~: Tha~ the inner prOduct give~ t~e· norm is . . . . j 
' . ., \ ' . . ' -, ; . ~· ,'{ ". . . .. 
. 
. .. 
shown'. 1it····-(2-). •.... '.rnus:>'Jr 1~ -~a real ··1ru"1e1., _- p:r·.oduct spac.e.. ··-· 
.. f- - -·-· ---·--------- ~--.. 
- ••. ,i;.,..... . 
lve turn noi,1 to·-a_ theorem \'thich i·1e lrrill use often -to show •. :# 
I 
that· some chal;'ac£eristics of. the nqrm which are necessa~ alild · -·- ~ __ .c : -j . "".. --· - ..;· . . .. 
sufficient c.oridi tioi1S .that a normed real iine~r space. be a 




·real i:nner-prodpct space a.re also neces~ary and su-fficient 
,,ie 







( . . -f-
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•,\_, - -9 -
. " .. ~ .• ... 
" .'that. ·a normed complex linear spac.e .. be' a _col11Plex··, inner 
product space. {jj 
./ . 
, ,A 
. If _A is ~a complex· ·11near space·, ·then t~_ere. 1_s _ .... 
aSf?OCirated ~Ji th ,A a real linea-r space B whose elements 
-- ,:::: 
' ' . 
. -
a·re the elements of A and whose addition is the· 
,;,,... 
.addi.tion of A. If a is a. real number,_ th,e multiple 
;~· ,· 
. "'.; 
·aa, a e Bis eqUa+ to t'e mtiltiple (a+i•O)ain A· If 
~ 
, ~ 
A is ~normed, the same norm is employed for B.@ We :-·. 
shall call B the real space associated with A •. 
. . { 
Theorem 1. 3. ( [ 5] , Theorem 7 •. 2) Let A be a normed 
-----
c9!f1plex linear space and let B be the .associated normed 
-; . -
. 
real linear space. Then A is~ CO!f1Plex inner product ·,!,, 
' '"'"'''"'"''" 
_ space if and only if B _1~ ! real inner p.rod~ct. space., 
,:,,1.•·' . 
. ,- . .,-~ ... ,:,.• - ,' 
,,_,,,_ ~ 
Proof. If A i~s a comtl'lex inn~r produc·t space, .,.l·et [ a: .. , b 1 
1. ' 
. . indicate· the inner product in A~ Let B be the associated 
n9_rmed rea~l linear space and let (a,b) = Re([a.,bl), the 
) 
·--. .,_- /. 
--- - - --
' ' 













. ."' :,:;l', 
,T 















·· ·· .. 2. (a+c,b) = Re{_[a+c,b] r = Re(-[a,b] + [c,·b]) .c:· (a,b) '+ . .. . 
R . 
•v, ... ._ "I'" 
':.•-
.Q 
~. - .. ·.' .~ 
~ ;:; -
. --·(01b).' 
- ·- ,. · 3. {a~,b} = Re{[aa,_b]) = Re(a[a,bl) ·= aR'e( [a,b]) = , 
~ 
- \ , - _·.. . . 
,I-.;-. ~ 
. 
~:/ · '"'.'" ·- -- · · --- a( a, b) · for all · r·eal -scalars· a;. . ~ _. r,,.,_ ... 
' 
....... '· ... ;.,- .. , ........ .. 
'9• --. - " 
' .. , ... ' . 
- _.,._ . 
- . ';.. 
. J~ 
·-·--· ·..,, .. 
,::.·. ; .; J 
C 
. 1: .. 
• __ .. ,.,J. ..... 
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• Jf . I 
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• •. :.., -· • ; -'I . 
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.. ' I .. 
4. (a,~) = Re( a;a1) = Re( Hall 2) ,;,. I lal 12• Thus 
-... 
. ---- .. -:-:--- t.a.,b) is a peal !n,net> -pred-uet and B is- a real inne-r 
. ,... 
'.\':· _., ... :. . . 
space •.. · 
· . Now le.t -A be a normed complex linear_ space whose 
. . 
associateel ·re.al space· B is a real inner product space 
with inner pi-,oduct ( a., b). · Sinc_e ·w·e lrtish to define a 
. ' 
. . ' "/) 




real~·linear in a). an' A . whosed real part is ( a, b), we 
.. 
have only one choice of definition; ·namely, let 
, .. [a_,b] =(a.,b) - ·1(1a.,b).· ,-We now show_.that [a,b]' is· 
an inner product. 
Reca,11 that·., since B is a -;real . inner-- product space 
. . 
and the norm in Bis the same as the norm in A, 
(a,b) 
and 
= lla+bl 12 - lla-bll 2 
4 
-. ' 
. --- _____.__--------------.--~ ,- . 
'JI 
' . 
. .... . 
; 
;,: •; '"• 
. . ' ·, ~ ~ .-:· .. ::. 
_( ia., 1b) = 11 i~+i bf 12 - .11 i~~i b 11 2 . .; 11 a+b 11 2 - 11 a-b 11 2 I 
- 4· · . " 4 
:·, . ... . ';~ ..... ·. ~ ...... :~-:' . 
; =s-(a, b). .,· '.}•'• 
- ... 
I " • 
= la, DJ • 
' ,. 
: ··"'";, _;,' ,,,·.,_~ : ... 
~~::·:·.•, ... ,.'.: .... \.'""'''"·~ .. -.. (-2}-- [a~.,b] = (a+e,b) - i(ta+ic,b}_ = (-a,.b)- - -i(ia,·b) + 
: 




( C , b ) - 1 ( ·10, b ) = [ a,-b ] + [ C, b ] • 
it-;·--,,_.·, ... . : 
• 
. \i·, ' ··1.: ... \' 
- . . 
1 




then [za,b] =: (aa+(3·ia,b) - i(c;iia~f3a-,b) , __= a{a.,b) ·+ 
l~ .... 
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·(a+i~)i(ia,b) ~.z[a,·bJ •. 
(4) [a,a] = (a,a) - i(ia.,a). But .(ia,a) = (-a.,-ia) = 
. 
-( ia, ~) t_hus ( ia;_a) = O. Therefore [a,aJ = (a,a) =_ 
.. ,,·at 12• A is therefore· a complex inne-r progyct -s~ace. _____ -~------------:~ 
'l'he·orem 1. 4. Let A be ! normed complex linear spao~-· 
Then A is !!!_ inner product space g_ and ~nly i .. f 




Proof'. Let· A be a complex inner p·roduct space. By 
· simply J expanding the inner products gi vi·ng the norms 
. . ~ 
·and adding as in .. Theorem l, the parallelogram- law results. 
Now ·1e~. A be a normed complex linear space in 
which the parallelogram law holds· for all a,b EA. 
Let B be the real linear space associated with A. 
Th.en, since the norm is the same in both spaces, 




Thus be Theor·em 1. 2 B is a real inner product· space and _· 
.,,..) ... _; .... 
> f' ,,', 
' ·: •:.•,• .. '; ..... , 
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~Corollary_ 1.4.1. Let A be a (real Qr complex) normed 
--
-
~- - : 
. lihear space of dimension greater than or· eq1J.al ·to ·two. 
.. 
. ·. ·--- ·- ' " ' ~ . . . .~ - . . ------- --







two dimensional. sub~pace S!.!_ A if;c". ·ar1 1:r1!1e1· R,r2..,<1~ct space. _ ___ -----------"·· _ ... _______ _ ••• --· --- -· --- ·--- - - : .. _ ---· - -·-·- •• - .____ ...•. - ... ...:.._. -- ·- _:::: . .:. --··-_-' ~-
- - :•_ - - - - • ]I_ -- - -·-· +.--'--=. - - - ~ "",--:-~::----·. - - .... - .. -
' 
' '{f ·~, ! 
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·.,. •.... .-,. .. 
' . 
• ..t ' t 
. . . 
. ' 
. --=~ ... . 
-. . .. 
. . ~· ·, • ,• • . •• '• . " '· .. ,.,.,',.,., ... ,., .•. '. "• ~ S's;, . •• i 
. ~" ... ; __ ··--~· · .•.... ;~~-~~-····.·-~-~-·-· , .............. :~~~-:~ ···--:~·-: ~ ~~ - :1£," ~-- ~~ :· ... :.~~ ·::~_~ · .. -~--~=--~:;. ~ . ··:=·~- .·. -~·-··.' -~-~ . · ..· ..... -···_.:~.] 
--.,~= .. ; -~~- •,,,.· J ·. ' . .,"' .... ·,. :··; > .. ' ">- if,·:J 
/ . ... J' 
. . ·-· .. .. . . ·,.,;,\, 
-Proof: ~e·t A be an .irui.er. ~reduct spa·ce· and. let ~ :'_:· · '_, 
••• ·_. - • • • • -'. ' ' _1 
" ·~; 
. I 
. · -·be· a t\610 dirnensional s-ubspace of A •1 : · ,The inn~-r-prodttct ih ·_ 
. ~ ' ' . . . . 
-·~ ~ . ,;;,·1\t.:),· 
A · is an inner-p·roguct in· B giving the riof.Il1}. ·thus· B -:ts an 
,,.· 
' .. · .· --.. ';' .. - .. , ... ·; 
. .... . ··~ 
-
'. ,: .. : 
h • : j'.: 
~I·\'.}i . inner-pr.oduct space. -· ,, • '··1 ' 0 
· Novr suppose A is_ ·a normed linear space. ·Of· dirriens1:on . 
. ·, 
.1. ('- . " .. ' -








.be·long to some two dimensional linear- subspa.ce B; and, -




,. = 2 11-1 a 11 2 + I I b 11 2 I .. , .. ' -Since the cli-ioice of a and b from ... 
A was.arbitrary, the parallelogram law.is satisfied in A. 
~ 
Therefore A· is an iryier-product space •. 
. ' 
' . I 
Because of Theorem 1. 2 and 1. 4 this proof works as 
. I 
t 
well in either ,real ·or complex linear· spaces . 
. ''I> 
.. T~e follo1t1ing_ ~heoreJU by Ficke-\n depends directly 
.. . . . ' . 
upon Theorem 1. 2 and sho~,s a familiar geometr·ical property-_ 
' ~-
w hi c'h characterize·s; inn-er-product spaces among normed 
linear spaces. ·The geometrical property referred to is 
· as folloi-is: n_If ~10 points are synnnetrically lo~ated \ati·th 
-.. _...,.; 
are equidtstant from the· o.rigin~" 
Theorem lo 5 ( [ 9 J, Theorem_ .1 ) : · Let· A· be ~ normed real . -./'. -
.. 
· ·------- ·----·· -- ~--··~- linear .sjia¢e_.-
., 
. .. 
·,rh·en A is an inner~p~0d:u5~~t _sp_a_c_~_ g_ an_d_ Qrlly • 
' . 
1,r 11 a 11 = 11 b 11 1mp11_es 11 ~a+f3t 11 = r I ~a+ab 11 rcn:"' ail rea1 
.r··· ·.· 
- . . . 
scalars ci., arid f3 artd· elements a 8.lld b of A.: 
- / ......... ·-
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Proof: : s·uppose A - i-s a·. re-al inner-produc:t spac~-. · Then -· ~·-:l.'f · ·: ·. · · ~! 
- • . , I • • • . i 
It~ 11 ~ · I I b 11 ; a., bEA; , 1,J aa+(3b 11 2 ·~· ( aa~(3b, aa+Sb) 
• . ·_: , • • ,,. - ri'·· ·~ • • , 
= a
2 l I a I I 2 + 2af3 ( a' b ) + (3 2 I I b II 2 =:c a 2 I I b II 2 
. . 
. - . . . . r . . 
+ 2af3(b.,a) + f:3 2 I Lal 12 ~- (f3a+ab,f3a+ab}- = I li3a+abl ,~ ror 
.. 
: . __ arty· real scalars a and f3. Therefore the condition · of the· 
JI ., 
theorem is ne-cessa1~y. A 
,· 
.. 
To prove the. sufficiency of the condition, we re·quire 
the f0,llot1ing lemmas to show that the condition of the · . · "~ -
' -~ 
theorem implies· that the para11e·1ogram la~ -holds. In eac}.1. 
-.of the lenunas the condition of the theo·rerri will be· t·acit.ly 
,, 
an additional hypot·hesis and· the· vectors·· discussed will be· 
e lernents of A. · ' ... 
Lemma 1: If llall = llbll= lla;bll,- then.a·= b. 
Proof: llall = llbll = uatbl'I implies 11a+bll.=·-,12bll 
,- and,-· usin.g. the assumption .of the theorem, i-t . r-ollows that 
I. -t a+b . - 2( 21>) 11 = 1-12( a+b) - 2b t I = 1 I 2a 11- -
.,.-· 
.or · ·1 I a-b-2b I I = 2 I I a I I = 2 I I b I I ., 
·" 
..... ' -
Let P(n) be. the proposition that 11 (2n+l')(a-b),~2bl I 
' 1 
= 21 la_l I = 21 lbf f. 1//e have _just shown tl'}at p(o·) is.-true~ 
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' . : ! ... 
-~ -·- "' 
. .. .. 
integers n. . ~ . . _ 
- ·- x ... ··-· . . -
_. - ·- ~\ 
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~- By the -triangle inequality (Na-},.,:~--"·"·~-,-' -- I· 
21 i a I I > ( 2n+ 1 ) L l a -,b I r -. 2··1-1 Q J I 
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- . Thus · I I a ..;b I I = O al?-d a =c ·. b • · . . .. 
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Since IJ b II a :f= 11 a 11 b, 1mp11es a :f= 11 a I J II~ II , te- 1 
says 
-··.Th. us 
a+l la.I l·µ:~11 I · (' 21.lai I: . 
/>' __ .,/ • - -. 
. 
,. 
I 1~ + b I I <· · 2 I- I a I I + I I b I I --. I I a :I I; = J' fa I 1 · + I. I b I 1· • . 
.. ... .. ' 
"" 
;., Lennna 3: For any f ,geA and positive .re-al· nuinb~r .f3 there. : # -
} { ' '-
. . . 
-. /' 
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Proof: If f. and g are linearly dependent, there are clearly : 6' • 
.. - - . . - ........ "' . ' - . · .. - ·.:·~ ·:·· .. _ . ... . .. . at most two such values 0t, a. Assume therefore that. f anct ' · (·":~._' 
g,are· linearly independent. If' the· assertiop of ,;tfiev--lemma. _ ·_ . ---- -
., ~-
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such -that I 1--af I =. I.I b I I _ = I I c I t = ~. C 1 early, since these 
vectors -are -linear combinations of the vectors--- ·f and g, 
the set a,b,o is not a linearly independent set. But 
the!!e are at least-two linearly·independent elements in 
~ . 
the set la,b,cJ. ~-~~- [Suppose this were riot t:he case, Then 
- a == -Yab = 'Y2C f_or some scalaP-s 'Y1, "12. · Since 11 a I I = 
' y, -~ 
"-• 
H b 11 :::: II c II , 'Yi = i::1 and 'Y2 = tl. If 'Yi, = 1, then 
_ ·If 'Y2 = 1, then a1 = as. If 'Y1 =· 'Y2 = ~1, 
• . <Q .. -- . • 
then a1 = -a2_.·.=·" -as; that is, a2 = a3. Since the 
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-For definite11s-ss suppose· that a and b are 1·1nearly inde- ._. ·-. -----·-
--";- ...... ·····-------~----·.-,· -~-~---~·-
·p~ndent. Then c = ')'1a-+ )'2b-for some.real scalars "11 
·, and "12. . -- ·,.\ \, . - -- . . . .... .. . ··-· -· Then (1-as)f + asg = 'Y1(l-a1)f _+ 1'1aig + 1'2(l-a2)r· 
.. ··~-
!l ft._~-~! • =t ·· · 
· -. • ~~ · , •.'-.-_ ....,_ c.....,._ r.-.:-. • -,, ,..,, •-.a¥ ~ ~,, pat\!, I - ,..,, 14ft:rtr="..ci'i:~We '~t!'tl 1~~1~· ·1~ • . eenn ma••:uztcn a-===;,.....,cx-e:,c,. = aw "' .. , __ .. 
·- ~\ . - . . 
· · Suppose that 'Y2 is neg8.tive. (If -y2 = O, then c = a 
r- · - -- ---- · · ,.._.____ .,.. __ ·-~-- - :'.:!.;_ Ii 
which is impoas.ib.le. ) -~ . .. :::._ , .. _._-~ . .. ~ ..... - - f ·...-Using. t_tie result of ·Lenrrna 2., we r' • ' 
,....., 
··+ ........ --- - ' . . 
ooserve that rra-.bJ 1 b -l Ubl f (a-b) :tmp11es ll a-o+b 11 = 
.,,. 
lla-bll·+ llbll or Ila-bl I> Ualf-.llQII·. 
' 
- - - -. --- ..- . 
f Jal I < -·· - - .,. . ~-. '· ~--.~ • ..;i.., ......... . 
·- -- • ~·· ··. ""':. - :. ,J .. 




11near1y 1naep~ndent, - t3 = 11 of J 
-,.. . .. ~; . - . . . 
Thus, since·a and.b -are 
\ - . 
- w• 
:f .. • . \· . .., 
- -, )'2.I • 11 b I I = ( i'1+'Y2 )13 == -~; 8.Dd· . 
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t~ere ·, is perfect· syrnmetry. Si.nee both .-Y1 ,.and ·'Y2 are· . ' 
C • 
. -
... potl1z.i.v-e .. ., t1e use the_ result of Lemma 2 and the linear 
. independence of· ~ and b . to get' f3 P= ). I c 11 · = ·· I I 'Y1a+)'2 ~ 11 · < · .· · · ·.· ,; · -· · · · 
, .. ., 
~ 
e·s·tablishes the lemma. 
( 
We turn riow to the proof of the theorem. We wish to 
. ,. .. ... 
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If a and· b -are li1iearly dependent elements of A. it· ·1s 
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to· any two· linearly independent elements a and·b of A. 
· · J ~ Using the hypothesized condition of '.the· theorem 
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( 3 ) I I b I I • I I- a+ b. tJ • I I a -b I I , = 1 l 2 I I b- I I 2 a + 
.... 
' . 
< 2 I I· b I t 2 ~ I I a+ b I· J 2 }b J · f • . 
.. 
.... _And f'inally . · . . . ~ 
. . . .. . .. ...~>-~- . . ' 
. . ' I I b-a I I = I I b+a-2a ~ I = I 11 b+a 11 ( b+a ) . .. . 2 I I ~ I I 2a ·1. 
· · . · I l b+a I I . 21 I a l l · 
... 
~:·• 
, ·~·,' ~ ... ~ 
... ~ .. \. ··.· ·.. -1 J 21 laf 11b+a) - l,lo+aJ,La ._,. 
.J , .·• 
. , . I I b+a I I · I~ I a t 1 ·· - ,. .. 
... ':'..,,--~-- - . . . . .. ""'.. .:.. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
. . . . .. . . ... . .. . . ~ . . . ·-· -
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"'· · · II b+a II II b+a I I II a I I l • 
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·.'3 = I lbll.J la+bl I .l!~-bll. Lookin~ 8.t (1), (2), (3),· and 
-
· . ( 4) -we see that of the f.ou:r numl1e.m--- ' . - .. -.:-· - ·-~::....:_._:..__ - _---:_" r-~~t.:..t.:t=.-:r'.;:____,;-.·----~- . .-_.-., .. ~ 
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alll9 ·1 .. 9· - - - .. . . , 
• ···,,-.,;,_ •• "1, 
. ,, . ... 
- a2 = . :f la~b I l 2 ,- ;;.~- 2f"taf f 2· ·. 
~ 
---~ t' 
-----O~·a = 2 J.~i-b I I 2· - _ f I a+b I I 2 ·a• = 2 f I a I I -2 · - I l a+ b I l 2 
- . 
at most two are distinct. -~ 
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law innnediately _ and the proof is complete. 
·' -f ' --
, ' 
, .• ·\ 
Cas-e II: :rr a1 = as a·nd -°'2 = CI4, we have 
,. 
· f l-a+b·11 2 + I ta-bl l 2 =- 411 al I 2· = 41 f-b-,J-l 2 ·which 1s s1mp,1y -
th~ parallelogram law again. 
Case III: ~_he only remaining possib+lity· is t"t1at ~ 1 = a 2 
and ci3 = (J.4. This implies that 11 al I ~·I I bf·,. Since a 
. , 
-~ and b are· arbitrary independent vectors· in A, ·repl.ace a 
' 
and bin Cases I and II by the linearly independent vectors 
.. 
a+b and a-b, respectively. From the results of Cases I ~ 
• ~1·~ 
t-, I 
and II .we see that the parallelogram law muat held fer 
. . 
.. · these v.ectors, a+b and a-b. Thus 
. . . . .. 
_,_ I I ( a+ b ) ~ + < a ... b ) I I 2 + . f I ( a+ b ) - - ( a -b ) I I 2 = 21 La+ b·f-, I 2 + 2.1 .1 a~ b-I I 2 , . I , - ~ --- -_ . 
. o~ 411 al I 2 + 41 I 1:>I .I 2 :;:: 21 l·a+bl ,-~ + 21. I a~bl f 2 which is · 
. t • ' 
_ag~in _the parallelogram law for a and .. __ b.: W--e. -then take 
c' 
. ·-
the replac_ements to Cas~ III v1l1eI·e we conclude J I a+bf 'J 
.• -.. v~.i.:- -· . .......--- - • 
. '\ ) . . . .• . . . ; 
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·, - : - · -'-1.· ·1 a+b 11 ~ - 11 a-b I 1- imt>lv the nara1.1e1o~~arn la\i. 
... ~ ... ·{.._,. ' ·- • .,... ...... ~- .... ~~1' . ~ 
# ~ • • • • .· . •. . • 
0' . otlnnese 
...... 
. . 
a2·= tt1-> ·o~ -~hen _}J~ing (1), the. 1inear_independ_~nce of·. 
• a 
a a:nd b, and L~rmna 2; we get _._,,..,.,.., 
• 
. ~~- ~- ~--·-·- . 
----~-~ 
,: 
' . . . '--_" .. ·. ~
• •. '•J. 
., . 
r_ ... ·-:-: 
. . _;;,., ~- -~------,- ,· -






; - ....... 
! . \ . ': . 
-----,-·. 
0 
~ ti. .. 
. , I . 
·-.··· . \ ... ~-' .. ·. . 
-•--' . 
. . 
. . . \,. · ... ~.:..::.. 
. ; . } • • ~"-· .0: . 
-· 
• -.,4, 
..... . ,.. . 
I I bl 1119:~ b I i l 1 ~ -b ji < .211 b 11 2 I I aJ. I + ( I I a-b 11 2 - ~ 11 b I I 2 > l I .b ! I 
or l'lbf t'~lla+b. I la-bf[ < 2l lb(l 3 ·+ I la-bl l 2 1lbl I - ·21 ltll 5 L ___ . __ 
t. · . 
. -
. . 
H en:c e . f l ~ I I • ~1 I a+ bl I I ~ · I I a~ b t~ I . < I · I b 111 I a -b I I 2 
giving 11 a-i-bf I .< 11 a-bl I contradicting .--our immediate . 
' ' . . . 
. . . 
hypothes1s· that I ·1 a·+b 11 =. 1.f'a-~b I I .. 
... - •'!"'"~· 




a variati9n on Lemma ~ we get I lbl I. I la+bl I. I la-bl.I 
. .... 
> 2 t I b I I 2 I I a I I ~ ( 2 f · I b I I 2 - ·1 I a - b I I 2 r·r J b I I . or 
f • ., 
. . 
. 
llbil.lla+bll~lla-tll > 2llbll 3 - 21lbl1 3 +Jla-bl1 2 l·lbll. · 
... ·- . ' ·, .. . - . 
~ . 
Henc~ I, I a+b 11 > I f a-b I I again a c.ontradiction. · Thus 
a 1 = aa = O., I~~a similar manner working with o.s ~nd (·3) · 
il}t· can be shown that I Jal 1.· = I ~bl f and 11 a+bl I = 1·1 a~bl I · 
imply that as = a4 = o. · 
. w 
Thu.a,. referring· to CI:1:., · a2, as ·-and a.4 '11th 
. ·· ai '= a2 = a· = a4 = O, ·we get1. I la:-bl I 2 ".: 211 bl .1 2 and 
' .. . - - . 
'( , . 
t'J • ;. - . 
-..... . . ·: :It~ . 
- ·. -f:la+b~11·2 = 2llaLl 2 •. _ Adding these give·s the p'c\ra1·ielogram .. 
- ~· .. ' ' 
• J 
,.;,, \ & 
iaw again completing. tpe proof .of.the theorem. 
.. . . . 
COl?ollary ,,1. 5.1:: In order that ~ normed- comple,c linear 
- ' 
.J 
spa,ce ·A be. an inner product sp~.ce it is necessary an~ ., 
· 11 ~a+f3b I I~ = i I f3a+ttbl l for all r·eal scalars a and f3.· r . . 
. .. ~ .... ,, 
Proof: lrl.e prove sufficiency first o Let · A b.e the normed 
.. 
. ,, . 
complex linear space described in the .J.!O.l?Ollary and let ------ .· ____ .... :,., ..... , ·'··-·'"··--e-- ---· . : 
. ·- ..., . 
., I > 
B be tJ1e · as~ociated real linear space. described in· ·· - --------·-;····-··--·-
. . ; . . -
. . 
.. ' . -
·· Theore1u -1~·3.ts111ce_ u1 t al.I =. ·f iol f· 1mp11es ·l laa+pbf I =-tf fia+aµf J 
.- -,~~- i:.;S" 
. ..,,., ........ . 
..~ .... ~· 














• ·°:"·'' .;., 
- - :~. 21 - ·~--·~·. 
.. for· all reai scalars a; f3". is true in· '.A, it must also be 
. , 
true in B. Thus by _Tl}!?~Qrem 1-;-5,. ··13 is an inner product 
.space; and by ~neorem 1.3 so is A. 
NoW suppose that A iS a complex inner product space. 
a1'1d let a, b.EA, 11 al I = t1~tbl I and let a, f3 be any real 
l 
-- scalars. Note that since a is real-(a,ab) = {ab,a) 
--~ a(b,a) = ct(b,a) = a(a,b). Thus 
lla+f3bll 2 = {aa+f3'b,aa+f3b) = a 2 llall 2 + af3(a,b) + ~q(b,a) 
,, . . 
'~\ -f32 ·1 I b 11 2 = a?"f I bl I 2 + ~~(a, b) + f3a(b,a) · 
' . . . 
+ ~llal 12 _= (ob+f3a,ab+f3a) = I ff3a+abf f 2 · 
~ \ . . 
...... -·~ .· 
Thlls 11 aa+~b 11 = ' 11 ~a+ab 11 • This proves the necessity of 
the condition • 
,. 
~~. - . 
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We proceed now ·~to several characterizations -of the 
. - ..... " 
norm in- an inrier- product space i-1hich · are geome·trical in 
·· nature. The work in ~ chapter will be .based · on a 
paper by E. R. Lorch [21]. 
" ~ 
. ~ 
-The first theorem is an_.,. apparent weakening of ·a 
(, 
cha·racterization given by Ficken wl1i~h we have called 
Theorem 1.4. · We will show., however., that the hypothesized 
c.ondi tion is equivalent to Ficken-• s. 
Theorem 2. 1: Let A be~ normed real linear space. A is 
fill inner :Q_roci-q.ct §!)_ace if and only if there exist.s a -
~ ~ 
. ~ 
. fixed real cons-tant, ry /. O, such -that a, creA and 
lfaH = 11 bll 1mp,1y. 11 a+-ybl I = 11-ya+bn .• 
Second fOlJ(lulation: · By letting a = c+d, -b ·= c-d., and . • < 
'Y = i~~ , and notJ_ng that 11 c+d + ~~~ ( c-d) 11 
·= 11 1 -Q (c+d) + c-dll ir and only if l+a 
-
.) 
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".,·--,,j•"' . ., only ir 11 c+aa i I = 11' c-ad r i·., w.·e see _that' an equ1 va1ent-
. formulation of & our theorem 11ould · be A. is ·ar1 irmer-; product 
l t>UCh that 
' 
· t I- o+d··t f = 11 c-d 11 implies 11 c+ad 11 :·~ 11 c-c;id) ·1 for· all 
-- -; . - . ~ -· ·. - .. ,~~_ •. "·'" . r·'"·- .. ~ -- _. .... : .. . / ' 
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. .... . ,l_j: 
... ,, '.\ 
•. - . ;_ - 'Ff • 
. . 
' ~ 
: i1'l'ben f Fa+'Yblf 2 ·~ (a+-yb,a+'Yb) = lfal-1 2 +··2y(a,b) +, ---- ·· · · 
·'""4. . ... 
' 
' ... 
r"'' . • ' - ·- .. "'·., . •·. ·; . 
-Y2 I I b 11 2 ; and, 1r II a 11 = ~ I b 11, I -I a+-yb 11 2 = 11 bJ I 2 +· • 
,, . 
,. .... -
· 2')'( a, b) + -,,~l-1 a 1 ·1 2 = I I 'Ya+b I I 2 • Thus the ··condition o_f 
. ' 
-. -the tneerern is necessary in an inner -product space. 
~ 
.. _, .. 
" To prove the ·sufficiency- of the condition.we 
' 
need the help of several lennnas. In each of these 
lemmas the condition stated in the second formulation -
"' 
of Theorem, 2.1 is a tacit hypdthesis. • • I I 
Leinma 1. I'f 11 a+bl I = · 11 a-bl I,· then I. I a+flbl I = 
-
. I 
I la-i1bl I, where n ~ any int~er. 
. '-
~Proof. Let P(n) be the~propo_sition tnat 11.~a+,fbf I= 
, . . 
-. ~ ~ -r ·-T;.. -·T -..;..,·· ~,. ·-·-~-· ('. lll"-· ~--:--a:-~·"'" "" \ 
_.,.-_,, ·- ,::~v· ·.,: -~--.11· .. :: 
~·. 11 a-ylbl' I~ P{ 0) is hypothesized and P{ l) ·is given by ·· -~ 
' . 
' . I • 
I . 
our ta_ci t hypothesis. · / 
If 11-a+ylbf I = 11 a~,fb·I I for._sonie positive_~/ 
\ ,._.: 
' 
- . integer n, then the condition' of t.he: theorem gives ·us 
_j . ~-; . 
. - ' 




, positive integers ·and zero. 
~ . ~ 
~ ..... Now t I b+a I I = I I b -~a I I imp 11 es _ I I 1a ~ b I 1- = i i ;,a - b. I I · 




. w'· n' 1· - ,_ r-P 4 ~,.,, , 4 n-- tu~ I · I ,. I ~-lb I I - a -J-lb I I 
. · ur1 o-'- "-:!b ..t- ·. · J. ·.u. . i a.---r , _: - , - • T"nus P(n) 
< 
,• is t~e for all integers n. 
fi ( 
· ':Frotn the·statement·',_that lla+bll = f la-~11 iiµplies 
( 
• I 
I l'a+-y-1.bl I·= I 1S.~-y•1bl I, we see that in the ,condition of 
. ~ . .. ·. 
. 
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, .. ':f 
. , 
... 
that cf < a < 1. · 0 
4"'· .... 
L------- - . f'J ennna c:.. 
j 
-. . . I g _ a ~~ any· re~l numb_~r, the_ function </,~ ~). _ := __ ·--~-~ -·~~·~ J 
. '-' 
•· . a 
~ is- every-t~rhere convex down.~ 
-------
· f I a +c1. b I J 
,,. .. ,.. .. 
-·... .· 
fJ ·-
. ' Pro0f. Choose ct1, a2 with a1 < ·a2 and a real numbe.r t 
-----··-such that O < t <. 1~ Then by 
0 
. 'the triangle inequality 11.a+~b,. I = 4 I' t(a-1-GJ.b) + 
( 1-t ) { a +':12 b ) I f ~-.ti. la+a1bf I + (1-~I ra+a2bf I .. Thus 
- , -<:"'!. 
• . . j. . '. 
<f,('a) t¢(a1) .+ -(1-t)¢{a2). (: .. . .. ~ 'l,-' \ 1 ~ g, 
-
"' q,( a) I I ·a4:ab I I Lemma· 3 .. The · .. function - not constant -
-
on- any interval. . ..... 
. 
Proof. Not·e first that, since I la+abl I > 10.1 · I lbl I -
.-4= 
f I ~a I :It'-, lim ·¢(a) =· oo except in the case in .\-1}:lich b =· o. ~ 
. 
. a~± .co . 
. . 
N9te also~that J lla+a1blJ ~ I la+a2blll~ la1-~2l·llbl·I- ·- .•. ... ~ . . 
. Thus ct,( a) is contlnuous. 
',,.. !-. -· 
"" Suppose -that·¢{a) is ~n:stalit~~ '-some interval 
, 
{-6, e). / By ·tenuna 2 ¢( a) is monotone n_on-decre·as:ing for ' • r . ·- --·· -- ~ .. 
.. " ..... 
a > e· and monotone non-inc~e·asing for a < 5. · Since 
lim ·¢(a) = co, there is a .maximum closed interva.1,"' call 
,u .·· . a -> + 00 ' • • .. - • • • .,. •C'-11 .... I .... . .. ....... - .,_.,. --~ _., . , 
. . . . 
. . r ..,_ 1.-. • l- ,I.,_( \ .· • . t t 1 i t c, e: J, over. 1~1.L1lC11 'f' a 1 ·,,:;is cons an, . Choog;e l so 
, . ·.· ,. n .. i \ 
. 
from -Lemma 1, .!-1 = ·ry ( A-5 )/2 can, by cho_osing n sufficiently 
.... -
, ~ ............. ' ?" 
· large, be made small t:m0'4!5fi th.at X~P :t 'fl ar~ beti'i een- . . .. · ·---~--·- -~· .... - ___ ..... __ ... . .. --- . - ' 
'"· .ta·it].ed in [~;e.l.- Since ct, is..,assumed constant over [°6,el, 
---
:~ ),·· .. . 
• •, • ' ·, ~-. < 
'.I : 
.. · -J . 
,-. 
,,:, 
. . . ; . 
-
, ........ :. 
·. 
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· .· ·(·=·i+o . ) . ~(l+o · ) · -..... -: · if .·. t· · ·, .. - (X+6).b .. 
. . . . .. </, · . 2 + .:q .= 'P · 2 - Tl _, . oIP, we · . a l\.e c ~. a + ~ ~2 . ~ 
d = 11b, I I c+dl I ~. I l·c-dl I. By Lemma 1 then I I c+')'8dl j = . 
~- ~ 
:.·- -- ,,.,. ~-- - · · ·11 c--,,sd 11- for any integer s. Choose . s = -n and ~re have· 
. 
' 
. ... . . ·· .. -n .. - ( X+6"" . (. A-~6) . _.1c:fa> • • -n --
c .. 1.+ __ y d ~ a + 2 · J b + 2 . b = _ a + X b . and c -- -y. d = . 
( A+6) (:\-6) · · · ·( )·. ( ) a + 2 b - 2 b = 9: + 5b. Th.us .¢ X . = ct, 6 . Since 
" •,f ,,.. 
,., 
·i > e, this violates ·the assumption that ·the interval · 
~ 
of constancy [6,e] is inaximal. 
over any interval. 
Thus <I> is not constant 
. .. 
" 
Lemma 4·. If 11 a+_b 11 = 1-1 a-b I I , then for all real 
-
...... 
, numbe.rs· l, 11 a+lbl I = ·11 a-Xbl I' .. 
Proof. Again let ¢{ :\) = 11 a+Xbl l • · · There is -a ,', 
, 
·o < 'Y < _l, such that <1>( ,'1) = ¢(-{1), n = o, ±1. ±.2~ .... 
. ) 
., 
Suppose. </>( "- )· ~- .. ¢(-A) · is not true fo_r: all real numbers 
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I 
· cf>(a.+(3) , = cf>( a-(3). · That is, 11 a+( a+f3) b I I. = 11 a+( a-f3)b 11 
or . f I. a+op ).+f3b I 1- = I I ( a+a,b )-f3b f. I •. >BY Lemma l 
II 
~ . .. -. 
- ' I) 
. -, I a+~.b+~sb I I . = ·. I r a+ab-(:3 8 b 11 . for all integers ' s. Hence 
· <t{a.+(3$) = <t,( a-(36). ·.·Suppose. that O ( ···~ (, 1 ( otherwiBe 
)· 
we may t_qJ<:e s to be negative); t~en, ··sinc·e </) isi.con-
• :I,,..r 
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·ab13··e:lute minimum r·or rp •. · B.ut o· ip-, also a poif.lt- ·:o:r ·ab- . • 
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"solute·-··:tn:rnimurn -for ¢. _·, Since cp is · oonve·x doWil and n·ot . . ' . I· 




.. Thus cp( A) = </,(.-A) for all real '. A. 
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•. · To· prov~ Th~orem · 2~ 1, · we see t~t dmma. 4. gi~es •., . : . 




us that~) la+bf J - = If a~bJ··J implies I la+Xb) I_·= I )a-Xbf) 
-
for all real scalars A. Notr -let alf3 b~ an real scalars, 




Then 11 c 11 = 11 d 11 implies I la+Ab I f = 11 a~Ab 11,"whioti 
. . 
1n turn implies 11 ac+f3b 11 = 1 I ·f3c+ad 11 • ·. Thus the cori~ ,,, 
. (' . . 
ditions of Theorem 1.4 are~atisfied ·and A is a real 
.,. 
inner product space. 
A ·geometrica·1 interpretation or the conditien · 
~ . ·-·- .. ·-
hypo the s 1 zed in Theorem 2. l is as follows: ·rr for every 
line through the origin there exists a pair of points 
sy1mnetric about the line such that their distances 
from· the· origin are equal, · then the. spac.e is an inner 
.. . 
· product space. · 
' Corollary 2.1.1. Let A be ~ normed real -11near space. 
Then A,. is ~ inner product ·-space if -and only if a, b, ceA, 
,•'If,, , 
. 
, ~ • 
., 
a+b+c = O., and.rial I = ,I !hit imply I la-cl I = I lb-el I. ·~ 
(Geometrically: ~- triangle _is isosceles ir and only 
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. _ P·roof: (.a-b) + (b-c) + (p-a~) ~~·o and if the condition' .. ,. .· 
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- 11 c+b-2a_l I = 11 ·a+a..:2~1 J; but, since a+b+c = O:, this 
means l I a 11 = 11 b 11 ~ 1 
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Proof e>f _Coro.lla;ry 2. 1. 1. . Suppose A is a-- real ·1riner 
product space; a,b·,~ ·e: A; a+b+c·= 0; and lfal I= I lb'fl-~ · 
T·hen lla-cfl 2 + lla-b.11 2 = (a-c,a-c) + (a--b,;a-b) = 





2 J. I' a I J 2 + I· I c l 1 2 + I ·1 b t I 2 - 2 (-a, b+c ) = . · 21 I a I f 2 -i- I I c I I 2 
+ l I b l . J 2 - 2 ( a, -a ) = ·_ 4 l I a I 1 · 2 + I J b I I 2 · · + I I c I I 2 • In 
" . 
. the ·same manner llb-cll 2 ·+ r1a~hlf 2 ·= 4llbll·2 + l[cll 2 ·· 
,r ,~ .- . 
. 
+ I I a 1 I 2 • s in Ce I I a I I = r ·1 ·b I I ; l I b ~ C I I 2 . +- l I a -b I , . 2 = 
" . 
11 a-cf J .2 + I I a-b 1· I 2 , ~1hich is to say I I b-c 11 · = l I a·-c I ·1-. · 
No\'1 · suppose A is a normed real li11ear space·. Suppose 
', 
. _, 
further t·l1at a,b,9 e A;_ a+b+c-0; and I lal I = I )·bl I 
l· 
imply I la-cl I·= I lb'-cl-1- ,}ye•Then a~c = 2a+b and b-c = 
, 
a+2b. Th.us I lal I = I lbl I implies. 112a+bJ Ir= If a+2b) f' •. 
'\ ;3 
. 
'"<=~"';, .... , 
:By ·Tlie.o;c~ern . 2 ~ l,. ·A is an inner prod.uct space. 
Cor·ollar~y 2. 1. 2. Let A be ~ normed . rea_! linear space. 
· A is_ an inner produc-'c space. if and only if a., b,c.,d E A; 
· a +b+c-t-d = · b; and l t"a I ~ = I f b l I , f I c I l = I f d f l imp l~y 
' -
,t;> • 
I r ~-cf .f = I I b-d 11 and I J b-c I I = 11 a .ja t I • 
. • ·"JC 









-~-- I I I • -~ I I I I • • f I • .. ~ · •· . . . a, b, c·., d, E A, .a+_b·+c+d = Q:, .. I I a I I = .l 1- b 1 I · .~nd . I I'. c .. f l = · · 
_.,.,.~ ... , .... , .. 
. ,, 
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,. · · · - 1 ·1· 1 1 2· ', 1 I 1 1 :;? · r , , , 6. , 1 · 1 I ~· . · ·· 
. ! I -"J I I . rm- - -- t"'l - • .. a \,_ I ··- r) I • "I" T ' - I I I ·- I ,:.;.. ...L I • u. I ' ' r, ~" I '· ·' ~ ... , • ' '. -a.. i - n I l -· ,. t I .-'t. I I - • I t. .! . . ; •. I . - I I • . .... .&.._.... I I ~- - I '· I . - . . - - I - I. . . 1. I . V . _. T- . . . '-'): . 
' ·.· t . . . . 
· 11 bll I __ 2 - 2( a-.; o+~) .··_ f I -b -c-11 ::, ~- 1-1 ~ ~o I I .2 ; 2 J -l b 11 ~ -+ ~ -~~~-~~~.J~ __ .JJ __ .. =~-,-~.,.~e-: 
,. 
..... ~ 
. . ~ . . . . . ·~. 
f: 1 · I I 2 · 1 f I I 2 " I . · • · 
·-·--·--- _ ___ i- d+ ~ ± l . .a1 l . -~~ L.\h.,~.cl}.... . Subt~a~ting/ an~ ree:all-ifig·--------·-~---------~-~-----'._ ____________ _ 
. r· . • " 
, . 
. . that I I a 11 = I I PI I. and ! ! c I ! = ! I a.! I l v1e. get . .. . .. -··· ..... ,........ .. .. , __ ,. __ - " . .. 
. , 11 a -c tt 2 - ·.:.- I lb -d I l 2 . ~ 2 ( b ~ a +d ) -. 2 ( a, b+c ) 
= 2(15., a+d) + 2(a.,a+d) = 2(a+b,a+d). · 
.. 
' 
·/. I .. 
t . . - -
~·-
·. Now (a+b,a) = 11 al·, I 2 +- (b.,a) = 11 bJ I· 2 + <a, b) = . { a+ b., b). 
.;. ··-· 
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b .... f 
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. V . 
. -.··· 
··--- - - - -:f - ·- -
( . 
-.. -: ,,,. 
. I - . 
. .... · - . ... ··::. 
1) -
: ' ... 1 .... "i .,,. . •·' •· .. , . ..rP'"" 
. a.ne ( a·, e,4-f-·-:: ( -c-d, d} =. -11 d 11 2 . - ·cc~, d) = ,-1 IC 11 ·2 -
. • ' . r.. 
·(-c,d) :::: - (c~Fa-;·cJ-=/ (a+b,c) .. Thus (a+b,a+d) =. 
(a+b,b+c) = -(a+b,a?d) = o. Therefore lla-cil ;lib-di!. 
. 
. . 
In a cofflPletelyanalggous mann·er· it can 'Qe shown·that 
' 
Now suppose that A is a·normed real linear spa<?e; 
. ,11: 
and, that a,b, c,d e A, a+b+c+d -: O, I" I al I ~ 11 bl I and 
- I_ I c I I = I I q I L imply I I a-c I· I = 11 b "P"d f l and. I I b-c I I = 
I la-di I. Le~., a• = a-d and b' = b·-c, c' = d-b and 
d 1 = c -a. Then a 1 + b '+c .' +d r , = -.0 and I ·J a I I I = I I b ' LI 
and I r CI 11 = 9 11 d I 11 • Applying the r1ypothesi.zed CO!}di tion 
~ 
- ' 
to these :vec-tors iie get . 11a 1 -d 1 11 = --J I b-' -c' I f l-lhich is to 
~ay 11 2a--c --d l 1 = I f 2b -c -d f l • 
--·· .. 
, . . - ... " Since a+b /~- -a-d, vie l1a·ve, - -
Jt. 
f ·1 3a+ b I I - I I a+ 3 b I I • N ov1 1 et a, b e · A, I La I f · = I I b I I . · 
' ' 
Since a+bt(-a)+{-b) =· Q and I I -al· I·= 11·-b·f l,. the i,.rork 
just done sho~1s · that 11 3a+b 11 = I fa+ 3b I ·I . By. Theorem 
... 
~, 
2. 1, A is an. ,ftinner_ product .. space. 
Corollary 2~1.3. Let A be ~normed real linear.:space. 
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is .independent oi;.· b. ., ..,f> .. 
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Lf:::._ T._ A __ v .R be. a_·real. ir.u11er p,roduct 
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By the parallelogram la\'1 ( Theorem 1. 2) 
!• !. 
4>(a1,aqb) == 2l ia_1+a2l l 2 + 21 lb1 I~ - 2l la1-a2l l 2 
- 21 ! bJ I 2 - 2( 11 a 1+a21 I 2 - · J I a 1 -a2 I J 2 . 
\thich is independe~t of 1?. 
Novi suppose A .. is a normed i-,eal linear sp.ace· .1n 
4 
t 
which a1,a2,b· e A imply <t>(a1,a2,b) 1s 'independent of b. 
Then ct>(a1,a2,0) = c/>(a1,a2,a2}, That is, I la1+a2l l 2 + 
~ 
' -
11 a1 +a2 I I 2 - 11 a1 -a2 I I 2 -.. 11 a1 -a2 I I 2 ~ 11 a1 -2a2 I I 2 + 
. ' ~ . ' ' . 
I I a 1 I I 2 + I I a 1 -2a 2 I l 2 - 11 a 1 1 I 2 • Thus 2 I I a 1 +a,2 I I 2 .-
. 2] la1-a2l l 2 = I la1+2a2I f 2 - I la1-2a2l l 2 • Therefor~ 
. . 
11 B.1 +a2 I I = I I a1 -a2 I I 1mp 11es 11 a1-i.2a2 I I = 11 a1 -2a2 I I 
and by Theorem 2. 1, -A is an i11..ner product space,. _ 
The9_rem 2. 2 •.. Let- A be s1 11ormed real l.inear space.. A 
-- -
is ~ i:r .. Yler product ·space if and onl~r. i:f: a, b, .. e_ A,· 
11 a 11 = 11 b I I 1mp1y I I aa+c:-1b 11 · ;;; I I a+ b 11 for ,a11 real 
numbers a,-/:· O. , .. 
(Note: Since 11 -b 11 = 11 bl I , the condition could a;tso 
. ·-·· ., 
. ' 
I 'I,) _._, -- ---- ~··· • 
. ~ . 
Expanding tl1e ·norm in · tern-im of . inner 
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·. ,, ... 
-~ ' 
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-,--_:----; · ___ - - - :pr--OOtie-ts ' gi\Tee u; l I a-a7a ~1n J f 2 ::: a/~I f al f 2 + 2fa ,15) + - ,,-:- -'_ j-,:~L~ 
a-
2 (1 b 1 ·1 2 = ( c, 2 +o. - 2 ) 11 a 11 2 + II b 11 2 + 2( a, b) ~. 11 a I 1 2 + 
? 2 -
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. . Now suppose:} A is,. a·· normecf ...... i.,eEfl linea.r space in-,,.·· . . I 




. . 4 
.r 
which I Ja·l l = .I fbl I" and a·/ O ·1mply ff oa+a.-1bf I ·~ J 1a+bl f. 
~· -
. 
. The proof that A is an inner product space wi·+.l depend· 
on the fallowing lemmas • 
Lemma 5. 
a; b E A, 
.. 
. 
~-f_ A is ~ normed real linear space· in which 
. 
. 





--- -------· __ : - -'---' 
·, 
. - •• • ..:_=· 
' . J f a+bf f, the inequality sign. holds only ll a = ±1. 
Proof. Suppose for a/ +1, I la+bl I = 1 ·1aa+a-1bl J. 
Then by the· _triangle inequalit_y . -
. :,·· . 
'-,}" .. 
~ .. • :: ·; 
~- · I I a+ b 11 . • j,_ t· -_. 
-· Since (1-a) 2 > O, and assuming, without loss of 
generality, that a > O we have 
'.' 
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-1 1 , 
·{ l+a ) 2 a. + .( l+a. )~2 b · . 
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. _. No\tJ let ( *) denote the., .cond·it.ion t_hat I fa 1 ·1 = t I b 11 
. p r 
. . 
. - -- . . . .;._ . " .. . - . ·:~. - - -
- . 
cc and a ,t. 0 °1Illp1iy I j acl.+ct1b 11 ~, 11 a+bl I for all-a, b £ A. ·----·--- _. -,- ---· 
.. ' 
. ( . 
. ~ -. .. Let ( **) denote the · converse of { *); 1. e. , 
. ' 
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. ·<'.:-'- {**-): a,b E.A a.nd flaa+a-1bll ~ lla+blf ,for all real 
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Lemina 6. In~ normed real JJ,Pear space A(*) ho~ds 
ll and··· only .1f. ( **) holds. -
.. 
Proof. ,Suppose ( *) holds in A. Chaos~ a, b e A- such 
. that llaa+a.·1p!~ ~-11a+bll for all a f o. ·We shall show 
that I I a I I = I I b I J • < 
Clearly we ·may assume a+b -/= Q, ·for otherwise 11 a.I ,I = 
11 b 11 • Suppose that a /. .0, then b is nec~essarily dif-
. .. llbll . ferent from O.'· Let 'Y = 1 and let b =. ye; then · 
11 a 11 = 11 c 11 • Using (*~I !l I get 11 a+bJ I . = 11 a+-yc 11 = 
" 
0 
1 l 1 l -
·')'2 1 I 'Y- 2a+,12 cl 1 > :)' 2.l 1 a+cl I. By Lemma. 5 the equality -= . 
s-ign holds enly if ~ = l, in whieh eas-e l l all = l l 13-l +. 
A 
. 
.· 1 1 1 By the hypothesi-$ · ( *) -y2 I I a+c 11 . = I 1 ')'-Za+')'2 C I I = ~ ? 
:~. 1 1 . 1 I I 'Y2 a+'Y--2 b 11 ~ 11 a+b 11 • Thus -y 2 J l a+c I I = 11 a+b 11 , 
which means_~ l 1 al I ~ 11 b 11 . .. . " . 
Suppose now that A is a normed real linear .sp~ce 
'I 
in which(**) holds ~nd choose a,b EA, a,b / 0 
, ,, ~ 
· I a 1--;._ I' I a2a+b f· I ~s continuous ( exc~pt at. a = u )- and assumes 
,. ' 
·--- -·- -------···-····-·----··-s 111 ce e 1s · - --------.--.-. ---- ----- - ~- ·- ---------- - --
... 
r ' . t . r·· -
.. 





symmetric., t'le may assuine a.




a/ 0 l laa+a-1bl l~ I !a0 a+o:~bj I. Thus Ii (aCT~)C1 0 a + -.. I 
. 
, . 
-~ (aa~r1a6bl I ~. 11 a 0a+a~bl. I for a11 values or aa~. _ ~ence 
. . ... -',,~ 
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• 
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l ' 
. -~ ' 
' ... 
.. '...,, 
,._.:!,.~~- :t- 32 -~· 
. ' ' 
·· . by ( **) I I 0 0· a.-11 = l I a-ib I I which 1~ 0 ' to say a~ I I a 11· = 11 b 1:J • 
_._,;; .-·· .. ---:- -: - .. .-.... ,. ·cc,.--.,~·-···-_~· Since I I a I I = T f b l I f (), a 
O 
= 1 and the lemma is prqved. 
s,- • ' 
We ,,are no\-1. able to prorreed 1 \-11th the pro.of of· Theorem 






2.2. Choose a,b .EA sucl1 that I fal I = l·:lbl I and let e · 
' be a real number. For any real q;· 
I lec/>(e9a+e-f\) + e-~(e-ea+e-9b)I I = 11 (e¢+e+e-<f),..e)a + 
·( ¢-9 -<1>+e)bl I Lt ·1' · ¢+e· · -¢-e · A. , ¢-e ·-¢+e e +e . . e a· =e . _· + e , ~ = e + e . 
·Then at3 =.e2e + e-2e +e2¢ + e-2c/l> (e'6,+e-er\ s:1,nce 
' = 
e2¢ + e-2¢ > 2 . 
. = 
Let "/2 = af3. Using ( *) we get I r aa+t3b 11. = 
· . 1 1 . · · 
'Y 11 c1y-1a+·t3')'-1b 11 =:_ -Y 11 ( a/f?>) 2~+( a./f3) ~ 2p r I ~ >' 11 a+ b I· I > 
J • '"\ • 
- == 
(ee + e-~l la+bl I ~ l·l(eea+e-9b) + (e-9~+e 9b·)I I. Thus 
' 
' 
-,,..- e O "' ~ ~- e · a_ ·· e e lle'f{e a+e-~b}-;. e-""'(e-·a+e=o)f l 2 llte·a+e- b) + '·-
. - ' 
(e'.;;6a+eeb) j I for all real ¢. Using Lemma 6, we conclued 
that 11 e 8a+e-9bl I = 11 e-ea+e9b(I. That is, 11 e 29a+bl I = 
2e ·. l t a+e b 11 . By Theorem 2 .1, A is an· ";tnner pr0duct space. 
" The follol/1ing ,theorem is,·· as stated and proved by 
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. A 1·s an inner product /space if and· only if there is ~ 
non-t1#"Jiv--ial ·functio11al relation F(:-~,y-,u,v) = O s.uc12:. that 
,., I 
x = llall, Y = llbll, u·= lla+bll, v = Ila-bl I. 
'· Proof. W' The necessity of the condition follows dir~ctly 
. 
. from the paralle~ograrn la,•r (Theorem l\fl). 
'. 





'\. ·paral,lelogram law tells us that the equation ct>(x,y,u,v). = fr: 
"" . 
is satisf'ied by'x 
-- I I a I I , y - llbli, u - I I a+ b 11 , ~ - -
' 
V - I la-pl I·· 
,. 
. 
.To prove ·th~ sufficiency or· the condi.tion, con-
... ir•·· sider a,b e __ .. A with ) Jat l = ) fbf f .~· vlrit·e a'_=. a.;·a.ni o.,·.,·._ 
.. b'. ,~--b" = a+b.~ Then b 1 -a·1 =band b"-a" = a. Tl1us 
,: 
· I I a ' 11 =' I l a" I· 1 ,. I i b ' 1- t . = , I I b" I I , and 11 b ' -a ' 11 = 






. using the non=trivial nature, of F, we have 
F( I I a' l l , I t b ' 11 , 11 b ' -a' I l , f. 1 a '+ b ' 11 ) = 
·' 
t ,. F{ l l a I I "I ' I I b ·, I I ' t I b ' -a·, I 1 J I I arr+ bu 11 ) = 0' leading t O , ..~ ~ . . 
. 
. ._· 
-· ... •,~ .. · ... -r.·., ;, __ •. ~ •. ,:, .. ·,,.:_,.~··1:1,._ •• :r ... ,,.,;,'.-111,.--~,;"' ,;i;... ,C,s:..;..,, ... .,, ·;:ii;~_ • .; •• ,:.,:-;:',':',·i· -.'\...: ..... _ ....... ...,-.,.,. -~ .. ;~ • ...,...,,, .... '\..,>;\..;,;~· ;_ .;'~~·- ., ... ·~-.--~~t..:~··--·-~·-·L'fal+1··,1 ·r .. ···~···:r~T~i!(;;i, r r .. ~~-. ~Th_"i~,-~I ~gi·;~s l~S ! l 2a+b I 1 ~ l r a+2b I I . . .. 
·1 .. ,·· 
,, 
.. 
. By. Theore.·m 2. 1 A 1.s . a:n _:i.nne:r prod·uct space. - - .~ - . - -· .. 
: .. O~e addi t,.~o~~~· _r_es1~l_t:· g.t v~n _by_ Lorch. ~1ill be,. pre,s-eµ~ed --~ ·· · --~ ··· _.,_ .. _ --------· .. ·· ----.· -· ··- ~---···- '···-·-- ..... , ..... ---·-~ .•.• ..., __ J . . . . ..... -·-·- --t_..;,. . ···---;-- - -'!' ~ . \.. :,.., \ . 
without proof. rtie proof is. given in ·Gonsiderable deta~l 
.,..,,,_ ...... . 
. •. ::. '.. ·.I, 
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r by Lor~h in (21], pages 530-532. 
Theorem 2. !~. A nor~ed ·r~eal linear 
-.n .. ··•· ;,., .. ,,. 
produ·ct space if and only if for a 
- -
. -~· : 
- . 
•' ,: . ~ 
.· ·:. 





.. •' .. 
11 •• -· . 
.inner 
n > 3 
-
-
"i , . '·. •. • ... I 
.,,,,._ - . · ... 
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a1, ... , an e A and a1 + · · · + an = O imply 
.. • 1. . 
Genera.I Corollary. The conditions_ given in Th.eorems 
2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 and in Corollaries ·2.1.·1,-- 2.~.2, and ,. 
. ~ 
42.-1. 3 are also n·ecessary and sufficient conditions that,: 
~ normed complex linear_ space 9e an inner product spac:e. · · 
·proof. The necessity of these conditions in a complex 
"· ... 
' . 
-- ···°"""·~-· . .... ,.;;.J 
inner product space is easily seen by simply expanding 
the ·norms in terms of complex ipne:r, products .rl 
For the sufficiency of the. conditions \~~ employ 
.,. :·, 
. .. 
Theorem l; 3. () We let A be a complex ·linear space which 
.. 
. . . 
exhibits any. o.f ,these ehar-aoteristies and, _let .B be its 
associ9-ted real linear ~pace. B is necessari.ly ~n_· inner .. 
'.'; ' ~ 
.. ' 
. product space as we have shown here and so, by Theorem 
. . 
1.3, is A. ~ 
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A Weaken~ng of the Parallelogram~Law 
r 
The main theorem of this chapter represents tpe 
. ~ late.st in a chain of successive i-1ea~enings of the con-
. . 
ditions of the para1·1elogram lai10 lJJ.. M. Day first 
.... 
proved that if the parallelogram law holds for.points 
on the unit sphere of a normed linear s.pace, -· then ·the 
sp·ace must be an inner 'product ,spa_ce. vie shall refen 
" 
to --this as condition (D). (See [ 5], Theorem 2. i.) 
....,.., u, - , 
( D) a, b e A and· I I a I l = I I b I I = ~ i~p ly 
I ~ a +_b I 1- 2 + I I a -b r I 2 · = 4 . 
. I. J. Schoenberg, using Day•s,technique, further·· 
. 
-





could be replaced by either ~ .or ~- , the same sign 
-- ... _ 
being used throughout. (S~e [-29) _Theorem l ). 
(s,."') a,b EA and I 1a11 = llbf I = 1· imply 
I la+bl 1 2 + I la-bl ·1 2 "' 4, where· ror tiie 
- . -&- , - -
sign being used throughout the'· argument. ' , 
_S .. K. Kasahara suggested a nevJ approach ~r.i.th the ~ . . '. -
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- ~-(K) . There exists a posit1 ve number -a ~ t and · 
-
for each pair a., b e A there is. a number (3, 




Day returned to the scene' .and weakened Kasahara 's 
Jl 
-
hypothesis by d1 ... opping trie uniformity:~imposed by the 
existence of the number a, by restricting consideration 
. to points ·on the unit sphere, and by showin·g that > 
. ::: 
could be" replaced by = or ~- (See [7] Theorem 1 .. ) 
. -
· Day's result is our theorem. 
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A ,1~ -~. i_n_ner product 
1
_ SP?:Ce if a11d gniy i_f 1-f_o_~ eac_h 
. '•' . 
1 I I I 
' I I 11· . ' ) . pair a, b. e A with a = b = ·l, .. there exist a· . 
.• -
·and t3, O < a <·--1,----0- < f3 ·< 1, such that 
--· 
·(a+f3-2at3){af3+(1 .. a){.1-t3)) ~ f3(1-f3)l laa+(l-a)"bl f 2 + 
. 
. -
. a( 1-a) I ]'{?a+( 1-(3 )bl I 2 •. · 'Additional !!eoessary and s'Ufficient 
/-
conditions: are· s;~iven when ~ ~ _ repl~c~d EX = .,or by ~' 
-· 
. .- the same sig11 bein~ used throughout the argument~ . 
. , 
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. conventional manner.~ Let A be a real. inner product. space. · · 
T.h~p.· for a, b E' A with 11 at I ·. =· t lb' 1. =:= 1 and for .scalars ·,·~-~ 
. ~ -
a and (3 \•te have i jaa+{l--e:)bi I~~ q 2 +2a(l==a){a,b)+(l;..a) 2 . 
· and I I ~a+( l-f3 ).( -b )~·11 2 =R ·. f3 2 ~2f3( l-f3) ( a, b )+( +-~) 2 • 
" , "I• 
11, •• 
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- ' Eiiminating (a, b) from the above equations we get J 
~{ l-f3) ! I o.a+(;t-a )p 11 2 \: a(1·::.o:) 11 f3a-( 1-~) b 112 = a 2 13( l-t3) + ,. i 
.• 
·. f3 2 a(l-o:) + (1-a) 2 f3(1-[3) + {1-f3) 2 a(l-a) = (a(l-f3) + 
f3( 1-a)] [a.f3+( 1-a) ( l-f3 )] = [o:+f3-2af3] [af3+( 1-a) { 1-(3)]. · 
-. ---·,,_ • .,, •••• - .. - .,,. ·-· C •=-"'= • ~---·•-
We see therefore that in an inner product spac~ equality 
must hold in the.condition, so> or< are also necessary~-· = ·C: 
The sufficiency· of the condition ,~,ill be. proved 
with the aid of two lemmas ~rhich, al though they appear 
.,.-· 
in [ 5], page 322, are attribut~d by Day to some- unpublished 
· -work of Loewner. 
' . ----
Lemma 1. If C is ~ synune~c closed· convex curve { On the 
. . 
. 
real plane), then there exists ·a unique ellipse of minimal 
-
---:;;;:--·--···-- ...... ~-~---~-~l.J ~ .·, 
.. 
- - .,, . "·· ,:. 
-~ 
' 
' area, oirc·umscribed about c. 
Proof. Let E1 amd E2 be two ellipses of minimal area 
···about the synnnetric closed convex cu·rve C .. Make .an affine 
transfc;>17Ination reducing the ellipses to principal axes 
so that equations for ~l1em tnay be wr.itten ih the form 
x2 + y2 = 1 and ax2 + by2 ~ 1. - Sinc~-these ellipses are 
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. ·· 
_ 
~,~A-~r.--~--~·-~-~~- ;a:rtl.ti.G ·ax-~+sy- · ~ 1. since -E-1 and E2·_ uo:th circumscr:l=be CI! . •-rhtts. _ 
- -( a+ 1 , 2 ( b+ i ) 'l ·· . . _ 1 { ~ .J.., " ~ ( b+ 1 'l · 2-2 I~ + < ,2 ·yc~l; that is, ~ne el ipse ~2--,xc + 2 -y =1 
-· ·' 
-also encloses c. The area of this last ellip~~ is 
(t.. 
.. 
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·, 
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. Thus E1 andE2 are· the· same ellipses. 
- ,._ .... ·•-•--··--- -- ····-·· ... -- - ------- -~-r.-... - - . 
"':,". ·". :· 
. 
Leriima 2. , The (u.11ique) minimal -'e.llipse_---cii-acumscribed 
•.. ,J 
---aOOut the symmetric closed curve C touches- C in at least. 
. :~ ., 
four poip:'cs. · 
·Proof~ AJ?range the coordinate system so that the 'minimal 
ellip'.se E has th·e equation x 2 + y 2 = 1, ,-1here (1;0)--=!s a 
point of contact of C and E. The ellipf;s,es, En with 
2 1 ' equations x + ( 1-t--)y2 = l have the rnin·imal area and {1+!) n . 
'" must thereforR not enclose C. For each integer n i,et 
~ 
-~n be a 'point of 
nk- such that Pn. _ 
C not iri En·.· Then there is a sequence 
~ .. ,. 
converges to some point p_. Since the· 
' ' le 
p are all on C., n 
. . . l . pis .on ___ C~--.. ---··P.---is within.- of E, sop 
- " ~ .... , n -
, I 
is also on E~ The intersections of, E and En have y 
. 1 
-
coordinates ±( 21 ~) - 2 , hence the absolute value of the y 
i 
., 1 
coordinate of p is at least ( 2r-2 • p is not ther•ef'ore 
,. 
the po1nt ( 1, o)' or··· the. point ( -1, 0},. but. p is . on both . 
'} 
. 
_ E and C. _tBy symmetry of E and C, so. is -p.-. Thus. C 
and E have at least four points in common . 
Note: . These Jc\·.fo lemmas have_ complete analogues if the 
. · -- - ·. . ., 
\ 
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The proofs are c~rried out 
Ne shall. us.e. these. 
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The pro<?f of the, sufficiency or the · con.di t·1on .1n · .. __ · --~-~-~ 
/ 
. . 
our theorem now tollows quiQkly. · tet A be a normed . 
- . 
real . linear space . in which the condition· holds .. · Let 
s ·be ·any t"10-dimensional subspace of A. \1e_ shall snow 
that C, the set of elements of S having norm one, is an 
ellipse.· ~ /· 
Let E be the ellipse of minimal area circ.umscribed 1 . 
about C and let I · I designate the norm ·ror which E is ~ 
,_; . 
the boun¢iary of the unit sphere. By Lemma 2 E teuehes 
C at a"'c least four distinct points·±~, :tb. Let K be -
- . 
. the set of all points common to G and E. Since K is 
clearly a closed subset of C and E, L, the complement 
~. 
. " 
of K in E, is open ~1n--E. · / 
___ . If L is not e~ty, ·consider an open arc M in L 
with end po_ints at c and d in K. (Note that,'· by Lemma 
2,. ·· c -/=. ±d. )' -l Since s is ·an inner product space- with· the 
no~ I • 1 , the necessity of our condition in inner product 
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• ,, -.- , , 1 - · , - , -- , • , - , 1 1 - , r , - I · - --- - -...- · 
' - . . 
- eve~1here out,side C, I I f 11 ~- ~ I f I· for' all f e ·s .. There- · 
- - ' -
' 'a • • ,~ 
,--~ .. -- - tor~- vJe have .(a-+~-2~}~-taf3+( 1--n}-{1~ }l-·= i3(lc-f3) I cLc+( 1-ct )-dl 2 ~. --·---------- .--~-
- - .. 
+ a( 1-a) I fjc-J l-f3) d I l2~· f3( l-f3) 11 etc+( 1-a )d 1-1 2 + a( 1-a) I I f3c-( 1-~ }d JJ 2 ~ 
• ...... -. 1.:- - • • J • • '1 -~ -
- ' 
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• .. ~. . .. •.. ftt.~,····· ~ . . . 
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-· 
see that f3(1-f3)Jae+(l-a)dl 2 + a,(~)lf3e-(1-f3)dl 2 = ·· 
. 
. 
· f3(1-f3)l f ac+(1.:.a)dl I 2 +-a(l-a)'f l~c-(l~f3)dl f 2. - Since t}1.e 
.; 
.. 
,. ·~:'scalars a,·- f3, I·-a, 1,-f:3 ar.e positive .~nd 11 ff f 2 l rf for 
all f e: S, it follo\'1S that f ac+(l-a)dl = If a.c+(l-a)dl I~-,, . 
But oc + (1-a)d f. o sin.ce· c / ±d and If cJ I = I ldf f. 
. 
. 
Therefore' , ae+( l-a:)d belongs to M and to K. Thus 
J I a c + ( 1-Q ) d I I ,, 
-·-··--- .. ---···-·-··-
L. must be empty; .tnat is,··, ,.rt I -:;;.· tr·I for all f Es .. 
By Theorem 1.1, S . iS~· an./· inner product space; and, by·· , 
. ' . 
· CoPollary. 1. 4.1, so is A. 
" 
It is clear that replacing ~ by ~ or = in the 
' 
the statement of the theorem and using t~e idea ·or 
I 
maximal inscribed rather than minimalJcircumscribed 
ellipses proves tl1e further assertion of our theorem . 
. 
. ' We now investigate some of the inunediate .conse-
I 
quences of Theorem 3;1. ... 
Corollary 3.1: 1. fl real normed. linear s·pac~ A- -is an 
, inner p.roduct ~space ~f a~d only if any one of the 
folloi~1ing conditions hold.'.. ( It shall be -understood., 
' . 
is .a .charac,teriza~io11 of inner product spaces.) 
~" 
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. \, 
-·--- .;-,·- ---··•,.;.~-~ 
-· - i!-
._-..\ . 
. ,,·(i,-v·). For each _pair a and b· of points of A t1ith ·1-lal f = 
I I b I I = l there is a number et depending-- an a and 
, 
-- C a ----- ~ 
•, b such that O <a< 1 and 
. . - .. ~ . ..~-
·,;. 
.• .·.,, 
.. # ~ 
_J~--' 
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. tl ..... 
.. - -(2,~) 
·.:¥ For each pair a ·and-· b .Qf_-p9:ih,ts· .Q! A with 
·-
• ' j 




-2[q +(1~a) 2 ] -~-llo:a+(l-a)blf 2 + t·faa-(l-a.)bl)' 2 •. · 
. 
( 3, ~) For each pair a and b gt_ Eoints of A i-Ii th 
,, 
----·--- ------- .-----:--,,·ra-rl · ~· I ·I b I f · = 1 there exists Ct' such that 
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Proof. The neces·s1 ty of each of' ,these. conditions in 
. 
. 
an inner product space can·be.established by using the 
parallel·ogram la\'1, and choosing a to be the proper constant, 
· in each .case. The details will not. be discussed here. 
The sufficien.cy of ( 1-, 'v) follows from choosing f3 · 
.. 
~ '. ~ J':- .~·-.. 
-- o-r Th·eorerri' 3 .1· equal 'to the a given by the condi.tion 
and a of Tl1eorem 3 .1 equal to ! f'or a and b in A . . . ..~--
-
-;. ... In (2,~) choose both the a and the f3 of Theorem 3.1· 
·-. ---
. to ... be the a provided in the eondition, for all a· and b 
in ~A . 
..__.:,. 
In ( 3,~ }- sufficiency is establiBhed by chposing. a 
· · Schoenberg I s eondj= ti 011~, ~, ~ ), and, tl1er~fore 
~ ,.,..- .·--·-· _:_:- . . .::- •. _;-· __ ,_-___ •. -----~: ___ ,] ________ ,,_, _____ : ... __:':.-~·: _____ • ___ ~-· ~· --·------~_:__,_:,._T'" <1' -, 
Day_1s or:tr~inal gondltion. (D), are easily se-en .to be. -
special cases of '( 1,~) by choos.ing a~ ·or( 1,"") · to b~ i..,· · 
_................... _ ... 
' 
• !I. 
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·-
- ' - .. · 
. . . . ~ 
. ' . - • :. :..I ' -
. ... . . . _- .,;,..: __ ---··· - ·. ··-. -__ ..... ; . . . . . . . . 
. . \._ 
·, . 
' ·._.,;•-.-.· . . 
·,,' .!' -
-. ' 
, __ - ·: In the s_ame manner the suffici-en.cy of_ Kasaha:rai .. ~- -hwot-het11S . ·. ;~.-... :, --r·~-~--~ ·-
-- . '"r .. 
- (K) follows- by restricting consideration to points on the· 
. ,_,..,_ 
,·. 
unit sphere and choosing the a of ( ~;"'_) to be the JL~iven_by· _ _ __ --
(K). 
' . ~~· 
:,. 
S.choe~berg used (s,~J- to ·p·roy~ that a re.al ptolemaic 
. .. -
.., 
sem1~11ormed linear space. is an· 1nner. product space ( [29], 
Th~or~m 1). - . 
• 'O 
p 
Der.f:lnition ... ! semi-norm£!!. ~_linear space A is!!_ (-
· .. 
. ~ 
function -, I • 11 : A ~ non-riegati ve reals such tha-t 









Definition. .! semi~normed space A is. called ptolemaic 1·r 
~ ~ 
. 
and only~ {la-bll·llc-dll + lla-dll·]lb-c-11 ~-





Let A be a- ..ptolemaic semi-no1iJted real -
- - ---- -- --..-- ---" 
·.... ;, ' 
Then the semi~norm on A is a norm which is 
---------- ---------
given by an inner product on A. 
Proof. ·Let f,g 
€A .. Choose. a= O, b = f, c = f~S, d = k. -~ . 
Si,nce A is ptolemaic -
. - _· - - . .. t-,r .· r-t J __ , ~~t:rJ I~. FJ ~J. - ~r,.JJ S£t_· . ....... _-i1d 1'r' ~ .. ..,J.f, ":'.J:...r;:,lL,.t,·4-~-~.ll-_•·fr.·"*·•·ei_~-... ,, .. ~--w---:# ~..,.,,,..,T ............. ~----~ ..... ~. - ........ -·-#~,...fl': ~ ~ :•s- ~ - ~,.., ' f .~. ~..!>-'·11 .L I r g I f l ~. !9 I ::Li t q • I T -0' I 
. 
-t. . I-. i f 1 ~ 1 • ·' • • _ 2- 1 = 1 ,.., -, , , ... t:>, • 
_ 





·Thus the semi-norm on A is a norm. - ljow let f·,g e A \'11th 
. ------ --~ - - --· ---~ --- -- - - ... - -
. 
· ~ 11 rf t =·I I gf I = ~. Let a= r~ b = g, c = ~f, d = -g and 
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11 r-g H • 11 t-g 11-± .· 11 r+g 11 • I I i' +g 11 · · ~ · 411 r I ~ • I I g I I., = · 4. 
I • ',If,' • 
.... By (1,~) of Corollary 3.1.1, or in particular·by.{S.,>), A·_·. 
-
. 
. :: . 




is an inner p~oduct space. --
•f· Corollary 3o lo 3o If A ~ ~ comp,lex normed linear ·space.,_· 
.. 
·' -
A is~ ~nne~ product spa~e if and only if for any pair 
a, b e A wi.th 1-1 S4:·. I =· ·11 bl I = l there exi,st real scalars 
a,f3, O <a< 1.,, .. Q. < t3 ·< 1, such that 
·(a+f3-2af3)[etp+(l-a)(l-f3)] ~ f3(1-f3)1 laa+(l-a)bf 12 + 
- . 
.. 




Again, additional necessary and sufficient conditions are 
given when ~.is replaced by= or--s, the same sign being 
-
--
used ,throughout the argllillent. 
-- ...... ~ -
.,........... rP 
. 
- ) -It - -Proof. Necessity· can be e.stab.lished easily by expanding 
. _; ·, 
the norm in terms of inner products. To prove. sufficiency 
let A be a complex normed linear sp~ce in which the con-
,dition. holds arid let· B be .its· a,ssociated _real linear space. 
' . 
B also enjoys the property hypot}:lesized by t.he. theorem; 
' 





.. : .. 
-· · _ Theorem 1. 3 A is also an inner prod~ct space. . · _ -- :· - -
. ·,_,._ -·~;ia..~. ac,;,.._ __ wia•.-,.p_.,111~-e•,w '-•~•-~.;a __ .,... ..... ,. c;:::1 ~r.. ir.; s. .. s=..~" 11"--:.,::,;,~•a ~.w,ir..:;:.:.~=~•."'"'-4-T.:.o•:--:; '?"-'ta..~·r.:,:.:;t.,_.,~ ... ~~.lr.;, ~<;,4111.,.,..,,..iie,..,-..,;<,, --~··•.....-. ""411'~--~~,,-4 •· 
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- - ~"' to th:at used· in Theorem 3~ 1 to p-r>ove the fo:tlow:tng 
-- --- . · oharaGt~rization -of inner pro~uc~ space_s among unifo~ly _ 
·-
- .. "'1'·- (,; 
convex linear spaces. 
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• I ·,_: ., 
. . 
. .... 1'*' . . ·.-;·:_..·. . •.. ~t:.,Z , ·\.·· ."r_. . . . ... . - . , . ·.:~ . . . . . . 
. · Def'1ni"t1orf.·· · !,_..nQx,ned _linear_ spape A is called unifo~ly 
r "r ' • ' · . 
• 
. ~ ; ., 
· oorivex if and only 1·r for each E, ·o < E ·.< 2., tl1ere is a : 
--. - ,_._ ---- . ' . == ~ ____. -
--~-ni€J > ·o- sl1cn t1rat ·tla~il -< 2{1--o{.€)}··±f··a-,b € ft,·· -----······----~ -
~ 1 == ' ......... 
s ..,, 
The function 6{e) > 
is called. t.he modulus of convexity of_ A. 
-
It is well lmown that every inner produ~t space is 
. ... 
uniformly convex. Clarkson., who is responsible for the 
concept of uniform convexity [4]; showed that,if 
. . E .. · 1. . 
A2(e) = 1 - (l-(~)?) 2 , t~en 62(e) is the largest ppssible 
;· 
modulus of convexity· for an inner p·roduct space. Day's 
V 
theorem· belo;;, \'1ill sho111 that having a modulus of .convexity 
, .. 
/. no smaller ..,chan 62( e) will force the uniformly convex . 
space to be an inner product space. Th11s 6~( e) is as 
big. as. a modulus of convexity can be. . 
T~ I 
. . 
Theorem 3. 2.~ ~ U11iformly convex normed. real "linear space 
A is an inner -prqduct space if and only i.f the modi1lup of 
CQPY?Xity, 6.(e) satisfies B(e) ~ 62(t) for all e such 
.... ,6 -
~ th,at O < ._E < 2. (Clarkson' s_ result shows that 6 is 
actually equal to 62.) I 
•. 
.; 
~ ... ;&-• ...,. lo' 11!¥ .,..,.. ~-··~ ..... ~·,::r_.;n.~·. ~- · <.f'!T .r·., . .;· tr • .::: ".:;.,~.~-,..~- ~,: '. .. ,:;;;,; '&(,:~~ ,c.,,~ C(,- ilt'_,; .D° ·~: c,i.,• <,.'; «"":,,,, - ~•'1'.; •!l,::t'• _,,. • 1' Jf.'IJ F'.:.~"f] I;~. l~;l.:11111!,'- •I!"• "?°t 1 ~ '-='<("';.• ~~-·~·~·~,..,.~~-~ ·,...,.,S~Dm1T,.;•· 
... 
· Proo_f. ..r~ecessity of the condition has been established 
' ·. 
_by Clarksqri i~ the ~ work mentioned above. 
~ 




spac e of A and · let C be the S'e·t of I all poin.ts Of no.rm Orte p 
, ... 
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• 1 <"C"i 
'· 
• • 
. ... 45 -~ 
'• ~ .. 
. .. 
.. . ,._ .. (" 
.. 
. f J . :· 
. .. 
or sma11est area -c1rcums~r1bea about c1 and I • I 
\ 
the norm in B for which Eis· the unit sphere. 
a 
. .•.. 
- .,.-~ . 
, .. 
. ; . . '· 
. 
.. ') . repre_~ent, 




. ···- .. "" .... 
' 
'· 
b., a / ±b, are points of contact of C and E, let e-1 = I a-b-f 
~and .. E2 = f la-bJl. iJ.rnen e2 ~ €1 and 2(1-62(e 1 )) = 
- --- ~-~ 
,., . - . - ' 
2[i-(la;bl)2]} = 21a+b~ ~ 2llii+bll ~ 2{1-6(E2)) ~ 
2(1-62(E2)) ~ 2(J-62(e1)) •. Since the ends are equal la+bl = 
-. 
11 a+bl l and· 1 a-bl = €1- =. e2·-= 'I I a-bl I. Pursuing procedures 
used in the proof of' Theorem 3. 1, we can easily show that ... ( 
' 
C is E and therefore., by Theorem1.-1. and Corollary 1. 4.1, 
A is an inner product space. 
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Chapte.r 4 
,,_.._·· 
' Orthogonal! ty and Ort!;}ogona1 Pro.jections · 
... . . . --
. . - --
1.. ·pre·11m1naries 
,:- '1 
Ih this chapter w·e shall consia:e,r variou~ <type~ or 
orth·ogonali ty, in normed linear spaces and t~e properties 
· of orthogonality that occur if and only if the normed 
linear sp·ace is an ifiner product space. In se·ction ·r:tve 
·o·f this chapter we shall discuss a notion closely allied 
with the idea of an orthogonal projection in an inner 
product.space. 




v I . v· 
1. Isosceles·orthogonality 
~a is isosceles orthogonal to b if· and only if ,, ... 
'. ' 
11 a+ b I I = I I a -b I I • 
y 
. 2. Pythagorean Orthogonality 
a is Pythagorean. orthqgonal to b if ··and on·1y. if· 
.... , 
I I a I I 2 .J, r I b 11 2 = ·11 a-b 11 2 • 
. •... ~'~·· .~~ \ 
. • A 
a is n.ormal to b if and, only :i.r· .j I a+abf f > I I af I , 
-
.-
for all real scalars a.·· · 
.. - -
4~ Eucliq~ar1 OI·thogonality · 
Ct 
..... . 
... - ... 
In an inper product . spac_e we s.~Y a .· is · Eu·clid_ean . 
. .. 
. . 
o:rthogonal to b if and·•only if···{a.-,b) = 0~ 
. .. \. 
' 
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Cl We shall, in the first four sections of this chapt-e:r-, 
.... .,. ~- l l :i,., 




l restrict· our con.siderations to normed real linea1-. -~paces.· ·~ - - · 
1 -








·/ . . 
By simply expanding the norms as inner products i~ 
I> 
-
' :ts seen that in an inner product space isosceles ani 
. 
-----Pyt hag or~an orthogonality are equi va~len-'c to Euclidean 
~· 
---
- orthogonality. To see that· normality is equivalent to 
,, Euclidean orthogonality in an inner product space, .let A ~ 
-
·t be an inner product space and let a and b belong. to A, 




that is, I lal ~2 + ·2a('a,b) + a 2 l·lbJ_f 2 > I lal .1·2 • Thus . 
-
2a(a.,"b) + a 2 llbll 2 LO}Or ail a. Suppose (a.,b) /0; 
choose a= • ·4\;--Then 2a( a, b) + a2 I I b 11 2 = - ...... 2 ~a .......... \ 
+ +-a ............. < o, contradicting the previous ineqt1af:ity. · 
... ' 
- y•'' 
Thus ( a, b ). = O. Furthermore,, if ( a., b) = O, then for any 
a 
11 a+ab 11 2 
> J ·I a I I 2 • 
-
= I ' a I I ·2 + 2a-( a; b ) + · a 2 I I b I · l 2 
That 1s, 11 a+ab 11 > 11 a l"~I • 
-




We shall i-1ish to discuss the·se various type·s· of ortho-
.. 
-----
.. . . ~ 
__________ _go__nalit.y iii· terms of four familiar geometrie ·prop.ert1~ ·· 
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)I.Q, 
· - 4110 -
.. ... : 
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.. - - . . . --- - . ' ., . 
. . 
·- 1. Symmetry - a.Lb implies b .La. 
/ 
.... 





. ~ ... '. 3. Addi ti.vity - a.L. b and a J...c imply a· 1..( b+c) • 
? 
- 4. Non-vacuo.us· - For any a., b there is . a scalar a such 
that al( a + t1b}. { Fer Euelidean orthogonality the . 
. . ~~ ~ique. ) ~ _ · 
. ·It \~ easy to 'see that. isosceles and Pythagorean 
-f""" .... ----·--··- - -
• Q 
are s:ynnnetri~, but we shall f'ind that, :Ln normed linear 
spaces of dimension greater than two, the normality is 
, 
' ., 
symmetric only if the space is an inner product space. 
We shall also se~ that homogeneity ·and additivity of 
isoscele~ or Pythagorean orthogonality occur only in 
_inner product spaces.· 
., 






· Theorem 4ol ([12], Theorem ·4.7):. g isosceles orthogonal-· 
ity g homogeneous in~ normed linear space A, then A is 
~ inner product ?l?a.ce o 
• 
Proof': Ch1?ose a,beA ··such that I lal I = If bf f. Then 
IICa+b + (a-b)f I =·l'l(a+b) - (a-p)f 1.- That is 
-~· • >•'·!"" 
1n A, tlien 
, · IJ_(a+l)(a+b)·+ (a-lj{a-b)I I = I f'(a+l)(a+b) - (a-l)(a-b)f 'I 
ror all a. Thuet · .. ' I ~" e "h 1 · t _ I f a ~- _ ,.._ I t ' t.;1 r v ... Q.T·U I J = TUU I I • 
' 
.. . , 





- Ji . -By Theorem 1. ,... , 
• ·f-.. ..... 
-
A 
. ·'' :· 
~ . :,· ,; 
·\ 
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t- · r· _,_ 
Theorem 4. 2 ( [ 12], Theorem 4. 8): g isosce·les orthogon-t, 
. \ ~ 
_ allty is additive_ in··! normed linear space A, then A is 
an inner produ.ct spac·e. 
Proof: If a., beA and a Lb., then aJ.. -b and b..L. a because '--~~·-
. of the nature of isosceles orthogonality. If isosceles 
orth-ogona1i ty is additive, then na.l. mb for all integers 
m and n.· Thus I lna+mbl 1· = I lna-rnbl f. That is . 
. , 
· · 11 a+m/nbl f · = -f. I a-m/nbl I. Since the norln is continuous., 
it follows that 11 a+cib I I = I I a-ab I I for all real scalars 
q._~ __ 'I'h!~. means that isosceles orthogonality is homogeneous 
if it is additive. By Theorem 4.1, A is an inner product 
space • 
,, 
3. Pyt~g;orean .Orthog.onal·i ty 
' 
Theorem 4. 3 (·,·f~f): If Pytl1~gorean o.rthogonality is homo-
,-. 





Proof: Let a., beA and assume 11 a 11 ~ 11 bf , • a Let 










i. I ; 
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since- ·t I al .I > f t·bJ I implies 
-
I i a+ b I I 2 + I f a I I 2 > 21 I a I I 2 · - 2 l I a 1 ·111 b l J + J I 1:>J l 2· > 11 P l L :• _ ._ . ~ _· >' ._ . ' - . -:---·· -· . ····-·· ..... -~ . ' - -· ·_ -·· - --·· -.,.- --·------.---· -· ·-·· .. D,. ._... .· 
11.~:_::: .. 
f(l)-= i.ibii 2 - iia.ii 2 .. iJa+blJ 2 <O •.. Thus there is a 
. ....... 
.. 
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't : j 
i . 
/" 
~1 . i . 
. • . . . j' . 
- - · .. I. ' 
. 1 ! 
-. ~- j 
- .i l 
: - ~ ;.- .. ·i 
• ,. .cl 
- :,v_ - . 
; t ' 
. - ' 
. - · 11) sUJ)pose r(o) · < 9. If then r(-1) ~ o'., there 1s a "· 
number a, -1 ·< a < 0 suc-h that f(a) = O ... :~Ir on the 
-- ' -
-_~ther hand r(-1):;: 112a-bll 2 --llall 2 - lf8.-bll 2 < o, 
"' 




/j ' . . 
L. I I 3a-b I I 2 - 2 I I a I I 2 :. I 1 a-b I I 2 ~ I I 3a-b I I 2 - 3 f I a I 1_2 -:- I I b I I 2 
> I I ·3a I I 2 + I I b I I 2 - 2 t · I 3a 11 · I I b I r - 3 I I a I I 2 - I I b I I 2 ~ 
- . 

















~1Thus there is a number a, -2 < a < l such --that f( a) = o. 1-. ' c:.---- l 
-
Thus f has at least one zero. 
Now let a be a zero o-f f. Let c = b+aa. Then . 
b =.o-aa and llall 2 ·+ 1·tcll 2 = Ila-cl 12 • Homog~neity 
of Pythagorean orthogona.li ty gives us a 2 I ta I I 2 + I I c 11 2 
' 
. ~ 
= 11 aa-c 11 2 = ·I I b 11 2 for all a. . From this we -get 
• - ,I ,J " ' 
. .I I a - b I I 2 + I I a+ b I·- I 2 = I I ( 1 +a ) a-c 11 ~ + I I ( 1-a ) a+ o I I 2 
.. ·_ ' ~ ..• .· . .. ' 
- = ( l +a) 2 I 1 a I I· 2 + J I c I I 2 + ( 1-a ) 2 I I a I. I 2 + I I c I J 2 
- = 2 I I a 11 2 + 2( a 2 11 a 11 2 + I I c 11 2 ) ~:~ 
. . 
4 
= 21 I a l -1 2 ,-+: __ 2 f I b-l I 2 • · . 
Since a and b were arbitrary, the parallelogram law· holds~ 
-·- - " 
-··· 
and A is an inner product space •. 
elements; a and b 1 of a normerl linear space; there is a 
I ·- ,,;' - . ~.,. . ' . . . . . ' , 
. seal~'Y} n .31ut1h r.h1:!lt ~ ·ia P~h::.10-o~~an or+-h-00tona1 -to -n~ -b. · 
~· -...:... -·· .., ·-. - ;,.;.; - • :J ~ .... -o ... ..., "' o .. -• - .. --
• I " ' •. - • r 
.. 
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________ ,2-:_ - _--, • ____ ----·· _- _'\_ ;· -
a,-
'.• -·-•---- ·- ---,..~ .. ' - -. - . 
' . . . . 
Theorem 4.4 ( [12] 1 ri,ieorem.·5~·«3)1 : If Pythagore~ o!'thogon-
ality is --add·iti ve in a normed linear space A, then f! .. is 
__ ;;;_. - - - - . 
an i1111e1~ .Prodt1ct space~ (,,ThtlS 11.omog:eneit;y at)d . ~9-di ti vi ty 
, ·- --- - ~ - - ....... · ... -:--- ----- ~ --· _·--_-_ . .- . ciif?- __ _' __ ---- -----.- .. • 
of P:~rthago-rean ortho~onali ty are equi val en t. ) 
~ ~ - . . .... -- . " . ·-------- ~ 
\ 
Proof: Suppose Pythagorean orthogonality is additive in 
a normed liriear space A. Let a and b be two orthog~nal 
elements of A. The ·result of James cited above gives us 
~ ~ 
a scalar a such that a.L(aa-b). Additivity gives a.Laa, 
_and hence a =· O if a _/ e. Thus a.L -b. Also by symmetry 
bla. By ~dditivity we get nal mb for all integers m and < 
) 
n. Thus ·11n~.r, 2 + l f mbl I 2 = I lna-mbl I~ or 
.11 a I I 2 . + 11 ~ b 11 2 . = 11 a . ~ ii" b 11 2 : · From the oontinui ty Of 
A • 
the norm it follows that 'lal 12 +· 'lf3bl 12 = I la-f3bl f 2 for 
all real ~.. Thus Pythagorean orthogon.c;lity is homogeneous 
if it is additive. By Th·eorem 4. 3, A is an inner product · 
spac~. 
-----. 
M. M. Day proved that if isosc~les orthogonality 





. ' . 
isos~eles o_rt¥iogonality in a normed linear space, then the 
space both Pythagorean and iit;osceles- orthogona.1-~ty are . 
equivalent to Euclidean orthogonality, this gives us· two· 
mor·~ c.l1a1·act,e1·1zati_ons oi:~ inner product spaces •. 
, ... 
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. . . . ·, -~i 
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'J:heorem 4. __ 5 ( 5 _, Theorem 5.1): . g isosceles or'tho~~-· · .. ~·,~ 
. ' • .l)_. ·------·--·- .. -·-- ·-···-----·-----~--~~---. .. . ..... ... . ----~ . . ... .. . . .. .. . -=~-------··---~-··-·---· . -~~~-,,--,'' 
ality implies P_ythag;0:r,~~n orthogonality in a norm_ed linear / 
.~· ······--. _- .. ·---.:--:--~"1:!-'.;,._.,,-.. -f-_.,.-_,_-37.•:.: .... ~ _ __..... - ~ 
~ 
space· A, then A is an inner product spac,e. 
f 
. ; 
Proof: Let a,beA, I laJI = I lb.II-~ 1. Then a+b and a-b-
t.>.'il., 
I '.· • 
are isosceles orthogonal. By hypothesis they are .also ·; · 
t; 
Pythagore·an orthogonal and 4 = If 2bl I 2 = 11 (a+~) - (a-b_) JI 2 
:;:: J .. f a+bl I 2 + 11 a-bl I 2. By ( 1,=) of Corollary 3.1 w·ith 
a .. = !, A is an inner product .space. 
The or.em 4. 6 ( [ 5] , Theorem 5. 2) : If Pythagorean orthogon-
- __-;;.._........._ _ ---=---
· ·ality implies isosceles orth~gonality in~ normed linear 
space A, _then A is an .!~.e.r product space. 
Proof: The pr·oof will not be given in full detail.· If 
a and b belong to A and a 1·s Pythagorean orthogonal to b:, 
~ ' . 
. 'I 
-
then-1 Ja-bl 12 = I lal 12 + I Jbll 2 • We-see· that a is 
isoscel_es orthogonal. to b if and only if I I a+bl I 
·· = 11 a-bl I, which ~is t-o say if and only if a -is Pythagorean 
· ·orthogonal to ~b. Day·theh shows ([5]; Lemma 5.3) that A 
0' 
.is an inner product spac~ if and on~y if a Pythagorean 
or.th,gonal to· b implies a Pythagorean orthogonal to -b. 
J 
o-
_,. . . 
","f•' 
.• 
: _ _ The argument used involves the maximum modulus of con- · 
,~ -. ~""'i§.,,.. ~- ..v . .,.._ ~ -~' ~- (ft'., Ill•,=.: ... ,~. a;,. ;:;·::,:.;. ;;.;.' .;-;, ::.. :;,;;, ::--'··· :-;, ::;.;: _;,· <:. . .-, :; ;1 ;.,,.> . • :_c, a· .:a-. ;-;;•. _.., ~ ::;,. Ii~ ~ ..:;)' 'Ii) ~t .=..-;;,;,;:: i::";• ~, Ill,'" ~ $. •,._ .4,i lof:,: ~- i:- .,.,,..,, ;J;t,.J i!M·41· ~ & 1". •c:'*.., •a.·~,l, it,· 
I· f · . vexity discussed in Theorem 3. 2. 
l  I . . I.I -
II. 
11·1·· .. I . I I 
L__ 
... 
r.-,1- -' . 
,. 








......... ·~·. '• 
· Ui1like isosceles and -Pythagorean orthogonality,· nor-
. . 
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· · · · . · · .. · · Thecwem JJ pr~ved tha1; if normality 1~ sYlnm.etr1~ and re-r- ~ '·;,=- .-------·--·. 
.. 








any -a- and Q _ther_e is a unique Cl such that a l(a+ab) in a 
nor-med- linear space A of dimension greater thah .. t\'10, then 
A~ is an inner product space. Birkhoff also sho"V1ed that 
there are infinitely many ·metrically different two-
dimensional -linear spaces in whicr1 normality can be·-
0 
sy1111netric and rmique -( [ 2], .. Theor·em 4) ~ · James ( [ 13], 
Theorem 1) and Day ([5], Theorem 6.4) independently proved 
that normality is. -synnnetric in a. normP-d linea ..r space of 
dime;sion gre~ter than 2 only if_ the space f s -a.n°l.nner . 
product space. vie shall d.ispl~y the proof given by James. ·_ 
It will first be necessary to give, without proof, 
two theorems essential for· our method of proof. The fir.a~-· 
· of these \'1as proved by Kakutani ( (16]) and an alternated 
' 
proof was given by Phillips ((26]) . 
Theorem 4~ 7: !. (real -9.E. comp.l.ex) normed line·a.r ~ace A 
• 
_ of dimension greater tha,n 3 is. an inner product space if - • 
-
- 1;:; : ... ---~ -
....._... 
and only if for every tt10 dimensional closed linear sub.;. 
-
space B of A there is ~ pro.jectiop. _of · norm one from A onto, 
. 
. ~ 





' The second·i,esultiwe st1a11·~use is by James ((141_,·. 
" ~.,. Theorem 7. 1). ' .. ' . . \ 
I. 
~ 
• . ,J[ 
. ..-
' 
----- --·-· -------~ ------ -
. . 
. . n •-• 
. ~ -. --- -~- -~ --· ·l,emn1a • 
. ; . ! ne-e~~sa.?7 and -suffiuie11t concl1t1on ·tna:t - - ____ L__ -- -·-- ---- --- -. . 
there' exist an element normal to each c:Losed i1near sub..:.· 
- . -= ........ ---- -- --- ------- ...... ---- --
. ' 





-----~--------- - ---- -·-
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-fun-ctional f defd.ned. -en A there is an. element aeA such 
·.-., . ....,... 
\. 
,, ~ ~- I 
-that , f ( a ) = . I I f I I f I a I I · 
" ((:~· , . ' The-orem _4. 8: N'o_rma.'lty is S~fi!netric_ in e. normed -11:t:tear.· 
. space A of thre-e or more dimensions if and only if A is 





.. ·_Proof:. ".In an ir1ne.r _product ~-p~c-e.' n9rmality is equivalent· 
to Euclidean orthogonality and is therefore· symmet·ric~ 
. 
Now let A be a normed_ linear space of· dimension 
greater than two in tAJ'hicl1 normality ~s vie may 
> 
assume-without loss of generality that the dimension of 
A is three. Let a,b be any independent elements of A and_ f 
... 
' " let H be the linear hull of a and b. Because every ~ 
finite dimensional normed linear space is reflexive, the 
Lemma cited above ~ives us ceA such that Q.t·tr ('that is, 
. 
c is -norm.al to every element in H). By syrmJ1etry of nor-.. 
mal-ity, H.L c·. · Hence if a projection P of A on B i~ de-
fined by d = P(d) ~ adc where P(d)eH for.all 
I !al I = I IP(d) + aacll L I IP(d)J I for all d. 
dEA, then 
Since 




. . .... , 
:.,- ...... _ .... 





?' projection _9f norm on;e orr the arbitrary closed- linear. sub- . . l 
. 
. 
___ -------·,,.. , .• _... ----- • -- _,.....,-.-:-..-~ ..... ~rt~~~,..-:%- ~-c:=.-r.::r..:..i:,v"!;:1'~·~ ,·:t.:"(.~~-..;~ _ . ... ~=~·tt,~-.,.~~-·-:::;;:-~-.;-~~~-.~ IM-_.cr.,~._. •• ~...,_....,Id-, • .,..,.,,~,_., . ~.;l,Olll;--.-=,i = jiill,"jlitlf.._,~.,,. c::, ... ,~r.:o ...... -~ ---~ --~ ---------~------------ -~· ·'~'•, ~ -·-·-------·· ,. ' . . . . . 
. • ,,,,. ·- ~ 
. -~r 
.. , 
- - ---------------- -
·_;."a,.---~·---~.--.'.;··. 
space H. By· Theorem 4. 7, A is ru1· ir111e1· pr,odl1Ct -space. 1 
~ ~-
m, . I, -
·1·neor~m '+. ;J: ! ror!fl~§.. linear space 1t of_ dimension greater. · ~ 1:· ~ ~ 1 
·P, 
it_y is_:additive .2!!. the le~te That is, if and only if 
al. G and bJ_c implie~ (a+b) l-c·. 
.. 
- --- --- -- -- - - - - --- u- - - -- - - -
. ' 
. . 
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,· .. - . -)-/: 
~ /o' f 
.·.' ... 
- - - - ..... _ .-,. 
. ... . . 
·Proof': - Ne-aess:fty of the con~iti.on_ in -an inner product· . _ . · 
~ 
. . 
space is clear .. 
. ,, 
.. . 
For proof of sufficiency·, le·t A be a normed- linear 
' ' . 
space-. of_ simension 'gr·eater than 2 in which normality 1~ 
addit±ve on the left; - Let a -ancl -b be any two· elements of 
·· A. Then there are maximal linear subspaces of A, call 
~ ~ 
them G and H, with a e G and b EH. Let M = Gfi H •. Since 
~ ?' 
normality· is additive on·, the left, aa + f3b is normal to -
. 
. 
. ~~~ for all a and t3, and any element c has a un.ique . repre-
{i • 
· sentation in the form c = P(C)+d where dEM and P(c) 
,i'~.. . •: • ' 





-thus 11.f I I = 1. This gives us a projection of norm one 
on any ·tlio-dimensional linear subspace of A.' Thus A is-
., .. an· ~nner ·produet space._ 
· Further theorems c-oncern1ng propert~es·· of n·ormality 
·'F 
which· characterize in_ner ·prodttct: 'Spaces will be listed 
' 'I,! 
here ~r~ thout proof. . 
'~-'l::. 
Theo,re.m.1+_:10· ( [1·3]J- Theorem 3): An inner product/ can~ 
r defined on a normed linear space A ·of dimension tt1ree or 
---- - - --- --- ------ ·- --_......,-=- ==-- -
• ... _ ,J 
.. 




. .. 1 
. . _) 
I 
- _-:-·'."i 
• - I 
. l 
-I 


















f·or linear _f·u..;.~ctio:Q.al f and g and -elements a ard b of A 
--=-- --~ 
.\ 
•). inipl:y tl-iat .,cr1erie.-·are scalars a and f3 su:ch tha:t 
. 
.. _, .... _ .... ·-~ .. -·-----····--·--'--··----·- ---------- ·-·-------
Theorem 4. 1;1> ( [ 13 l ,~ IT'l1eore~n- Ll- l: An inner product can be 
._.__,,~,,,,..,,....,.= =- -
de-fined in a norm~. linear -space ~f1 three or more dimensions 
---- - - ..,__ 
. ~ -- -----.................... 
) 
' . 
-·------- .. ---------------·. --~-- ·- --- t----- - - - • 
----- --- -- ---- ----- . --- . ----~--'------ . --.--------------------~-- '• . ,-... ,-~---------- ·- ----------'--.,-~--:--:--:--- ..... 
... -__ . ~ . 
. . 







·' \ . 
. I_ 
_, I:, 
g and only g eaeh niaxi~l linear subspaee is orthogonal -
to at least one non-zero element. ~ 
Theor.ern ~-. 12_ ( [ 13] , ·Theorera 5) : 'l .,:,_IJ An 1riner q:,roduc·t can be ~
.. ~ - --
-..f'.-., 






---- j·-r·_, _ _ ---. ·I --, dim.ens·:tons if and only if for any aeA there j_s a maxilllal 
-
-
linear ·subspace M vii th MJ. a. 
, 
_ 5. Closest :App·ro?Cimations 
. _,,/" 
P-
Let A be a complex normed · linear ~pace and B a closed 
- ... 
linear subspace~ We are inte:rested in the existence., for 
any aeA, of an element of B which is clo·sest to a. That --
is, given aeA, can we find beB such that 
/ 
. _...; ._ ·' 
- - ~- --
-~ 
_.- ': 
I I a-b I .1 = inf I f a-c.11 ? R. A. Hirschfield (. ( 10) ,. Theoreml~------------~---c EB . ~ . 
_ showed that _ refl~xi vi.ty of A guaran.tees the exist$en ..ce- of ~ 
suqh a band ((101, Theorem 3) strict conVexity (or 
. 
-equivalent strictness of the.norm)- guarantees uniqueness. 
-De0finition: . Let A be a complex nortned linear_ space g,nd B ---------~-~ -
9 
.. a closed subspace of A, Define ( if possible) PB: A-+ B by 
I I a-PB ( a ) 11 = ~~~ I I a -b I I • , 
_ 
' t . 
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, .L! I . -- :- - .r -
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1--· ,---- - - ----- -- - - -- -- -
minoloe,;y of J{:Lrsghfiel_d,, the al)proxirriati_on .QPerator~· ~ 
If A is a Hil~~rt f?p~g~,·- -_ th~n. P13 is ,1ell defined and . 
:Ls in fact the orthogonal proj?ction ·or A ·onto B~ vle 
shall sho~, that if. the approximation op~I1ato1·--_ .enjoys 
-~~< .- .' 
f'.' 
:-· 
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.. . \....; 
.. . 
. 
·certain properties p·ossess~d PY t_he orthogonal prc;,jection, ·· 
~en A is indeed an inner product space. 
Theore-rn 4. 13 ( ( 11 ].!! Tl1eorem 1): Let A be a complex normed 
-·-
. 
linear space of dimension greater thari t1t100 · Stlppose the 
- ----- ---- -- -=-
of _t_he_ value .2.f. PB(a), 
IIPB(a)lj ~ llal I 
/ 
for all ·ae-A 
for ever,y t'ti'10 o.imensional subspace B of A. 
' . 
. ,ef 
Then A is an 
--
· irtner prodtic.,c space. (If A is. assumed. closed; the. con-





Proof: Because of Corollary l. 4.1 we lose no generality 
by assuming A to be three dimensional. Let B be any 2 ~ 
dimensional sub~ace of A and let a be a· vector., in A but 
not in B. Then A = lb+aa JJ beB., a· complex I. Since the 
hypothemzed"suitable choice" of PB(a) belongs to B we also 
see, ~!fat A= lb+a(a-PB(a)) I b€B, a complex!. For ~Y 
~eA, let o = b(c)+a(a-PB(k)), b(c)eB. Clearly this 
.... 










. . We now show that at least on~ of ~~!..Y.!.~.1:~.~-~-!..!;s.~l -.,;,,_. ___ ,,_. . - .. ~ ,Cl'-.-1'~~·::,~w:,rQ!' ...... " ~~--~.-;;-~,-...... ~ .. ,,,,.,.,,~~':"'..:.,;~. ~~~.a-..... r~----.-...-·-~ -a.-.111:!J"'.-.• . 
r. 
-
. can ho c·· 1,-,. ,... C'I "~ +- o """u ~ 1-. rrn .. , u ?- -t I:! p ; ( (! ' - ~b I ;--. ) · r·-u.,.,.a. ~ ·1-... : :\ ..,. -- 1.1vt .. :P~.1.:. . v - LI. ._ .!.! !.t.~ ~ .!..i:;.: ... "R, - , - . , v ... """' C En. 
~---
-
Case I: If CEB, then a.::O .. and b=c=PB{ C) ~ ' 
Case J:J:; If. oJ B.,_ then a . /. o ~ti fer arbitrary- a.EH·. we.. ---- --- ~-.·---~~-- ·----·- · · · \ . 
.;, ~ 
obtain 
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. :. : : 
., \ . 
::- . 
~ led I la~(PB(a)-a·1b+a·1d)I-I .= I lb+a{a-PB(a)..;dl I = I le-di I 
. . .. ~"-, . . 
the inequality holds becaus'e- PB(a)-a-1b+a-1d bel~mgs where 
\. 
to B. ['hus b( C) is a possi~le value of PB( C). We ··now 
. , 
have c = PB(c) + a{c) (a-PB{a)) for all c€A • 
· - We shall ',)now derive lineari ~Y of PB from t~e unique-






.. ftc = 13PB(c) + f3a(c) ·(a-PB(a)) and ... 
. 
· f3c = PB(r:,e) + cx(f3e) (a-PB(a)). 
· Uniqueness implies that f3PB(c) = PB((3c). Now for any c 
and d- in A ,111e have 
. 
c+d = 'PB( c) + PB(d), + {'1( c )+a( d) f (a-PB( a)) - and 
Again by U!liq~eness, PB(c+d) = PB(c) + :eB(d). . _ 
Thus /fo~ a suitable choice ·of PB(a), PB(c) for any 
-. 
I 
.ceA c~n be chosen in such a way that PB is linear in A. 
Since 11 PBU 5_ 1 follows from the hypothesis and 11 PB( c) 11 
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v- -- J ..; n - -. ""-"'"'--. "'£au...,_ . .., ""...,~ .t,,~vv .iJ E, C...L . .L.L \I C \.f 1 lC:: CA.Li:> ll UC 
9f an inner product 1-n A by 'mleor-em 4e 7. 
•• We return no,-1 t·o define tw-o .concepts mentioned in 
the introduction to this · section. 
•• i ·--
I • 
. . ·- ----. 
- ,, - i 
.. 
-- --- ---- -- -- - - - --- -- --
--- - -- .. - .. 
- # .,,.,, 
. ·- -- - - ---· 
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Definition: A-norm on a normed linear space A is called 
,.. -
strict i-1henever I la+bl I ~ I la.I I + J lbl 1 and a/ 0 imply 
. -· 
b = aa, a-~ O, for all a;beA. 
,,. 
Definition: A norrned ,vector space is 9alled str.ictly 
.I'> 1 (; 
·c.onvex iihenever a, bEA, I I atl = f f bl I =· 1, and a /. b 
• 
impl:Les I laa+(l-a)bl I < i,· O··< a< 1. 
Hirschfield shows ([10]., Letiliha. 1'; p~gi 48) that 
V - . 
no!'Mality is equivalent to strict_ convexity·. 
Theorem 4. 14 ( [11], Theorem .2): .. L·et A ·~·:!. real- strictly 
• normed· ( or, _equi vp.~ently., .s.triotly conv~~) linear §_pace 
<· 
•::.:, 
- of. dimension greater tl1an t,10. $uppose that the approxi-
mation -~>Pera tor PB ( which is lmoi,m to be at most sineale- . 
Q 
valued :i,,_n strictly normed spaces) satisfies PB(a+b) 
= PB(a) + PB(b) for_ all a.,bEA f~r every one-dimensional 
~ubspac.e · B in A. Then A is ~~inner prod~cJc s.pace. . 
<.'.. 
" {Aga-in, if,. A is complet~, ~the converse holds trivially.) 
Proof: As in section four of this chapter we shall call 
, 
aEA ··normal to beA ~f 11 a 11 <- I' I a+ab 11 . for all real a. 
•• • - t 
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• " ·, ' ,r. 
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" 
the r·eal 011e· dimensional subspace _,generated· by c-. , Tiie 
~ - -
assumption of the theorem means that : ( c) (a+b) = P ( c) (a) 
. . . + p / A. \ ( b ) • Since1 A ·,is finite dimensj.onal and therefore 
\ \;,'} 
. -
reflexi vEf., P ( c) 'is defined and., by strict normaltiy., 
single--valued. .. ~·-
--····-····· ---·- ··- . ·......._ . 
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__ -___ --___ -----'---~--- -__ ~'-~: -~,.;-e--noW'-Sho~ that-if P(c) i~_-s~g1e~valged_i_t __ is homo-~ --~------
-=geneous. > ·For evefy 9 I= 0, aeA 11 aa-aP( C) (a) 11 ..... 
..; lal. lla-P(;){a)II = inf r1aa-ab! I = inf llaa- bll. Like-__ 
- - - b€B · beB -- " I • 
wise I laa~Pc'. )(aa) 11 ~ inf I laa~bl,. ~ - beB · -
:4, 
single valu~d, P(c)(aa) = aP~(a}· 
I 
:ls linear. We -wish, to show that it 
' jection from A to 1 c) · p> •• 
Thus, since P(c) is 
We now know that P(c) 
'\_ 
is a continuous pro-
-~ ,. 
,_ 
' } . 
1 
i 
....... · . That P ( c) is idemp.otent is easy, f'or let ~Cf a) = b. ' ' 
. . ... ,~ . -~ ' 
Then P(c)(P(o_/a)) =.P(c)(b) = b = l(c)(a) since beB. · 
. ~at P(c) is ~ontt~uous follows f'rom I la-P(c)(a)II 
~la•bll fOr all aeAi be(c). For b = o we·get tv." 
-
11 a-Pc c)(a) 11 ·~ II all. From this 11 Pc c)(a) II 
._ ~ ---- -- ~ . . . . . ~ 
. . ... . .. ==. 11 Re C) ( a )-a+a 11 ·~ 11 p ( C) { a )-a 11 + ·., I a 11 ·~ 211 a 11 for all . 
aeA. Thus P'( c) is a,bounded projection. Hence there exist 
. ' ' -
elements a IO, wi1:;1 P(c)(a) = o. For these vectors we 
have 11 al I = 11 a-Pc C) (a) 11 ~ 11 a-acll;w rO'r all real a .. 
) That ~s., a is normal to c. . .. 
") . 
Converse-ly let a be any vector normal to c. - Then 
. . ~- _, 
. . 
. ,. . . ,. ... 









valued that P{ 0 /a) = o. ~hus P(c)(a} = O if' and only if 
•:a. i . . 
a.~-~- normal to. q~ Consid~e±' now two vect.Grs a ana b in A- -- ---<---< - ------------ -
·which are normar·to' C. Then 'Pc~,(a) = P,~,(b) = o. · · 
' - I \ - , 
' ..... ·-
• ·- -· • - . • • • - .:.. ...G--. .. -- - --· •. ~ . . . - .• ' _,, .. 
·1,;using additivity we get P(c)(a+b) = o. 'Thus a+b .is.nor~. 
.;!;; \_ ( ,, . 
:.:-,;;---- - -- ----'Q 
mal to c. By Theorem 4. 9., A is an inn·er pr.oduct space. 
. ' 
' --; I • 
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,• · ... · .. : .. ·-,· 
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-· 6IL -
-- Theorem ·4.15 ( [ 22}, Page 78 footnote): ' -Let·A be a 
--·· --
Banach s~ace. Let B be a closed linear subspaee of A 
- -. 
- -
· and suppose that for each aeA, a+B has· a uniqt1.e element_ 
-
' - -------- -----
ol' minimurn norm. (i~1e ha~ve seen for examp;I.e that this 
-
- -- -- -- --..--..;.-- ===-- ---
Cf 
will be true if -A is ;reflexive and strie-tly noi~ed.) 
-- - - - ----- -- -----,,;;;... 
Let n(B)- be the set of all such elements or- minimum norm . 
. ·- -, -----
ll n-(B) is.~ linear subspa.ce for all such.B;· A is !. 
Hi_lpert space. 
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